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'$300,000 Earmarked
For Construction
Of New Hospital

Sponsor Booby King
Contest In January
"Booby King" for the year 1948
will be chosen in an election to
be held sometime after the Christmas • Holidays.
The student most outstanding in j
his own 'peculiar manner will be
selected in a contest sponsored by
the Junior Class to raise funds for
the Junior-Senior Banquet.
Voting will be unlimited. Ballots J
will cost one cent apiece and a
person may buy as many as he
desires to cast for his favorite. !
Also tallies may be cast more than
once, for the contest will run approximately four days.
Breaking from past procedure,
a campus character must be nominated to be eligible for the race
for the "queerest-lobking, biggesttalking, slickest-acting character
on the campus.'
Accompanying the nomination
should be a one-sentence description stating why the nominee is
best qualified for this high honor.

Top Student Post
In Phi Kappa
Goes To Stegall
W. C. Stegall, mechanical engineering senior of Walhalla, has
been elected vice-president of Phi
Kaptia Phi, national honorary
scholastic fraternity. This is the
top student position that a student may hold in the local chapter.
At the same election, which was
held at the initiation banquet last
Saturday, Dr. G. M. Armstrong
of the Bacteriology Department
was elected as a delegate from
the Clemson Chapter to the
national convention. All the college chapters will meet December
29, 30, in Chicago..
Dr. Thomas B. Alexander, assistant professor of history, addressed the group. In his speech,
he emphasized the need for a
greater sense of mission among
professionally trained people.
Held in the Social Hall of the
Methodist Church, the banquet
followed the initiation ceremony.

Twenty-Three Men
Attend AIEE Meet
Twenty-three members of AIEE
attended the South Carolina Section Meeting of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers in
Columbia on December 10.
At this meeting Mr. W. E. Mitchell, president of the Georgia
Power and Light Company, gave
a speech on "What I Saw in Germany and Japan." Mr. Mitchell
headed the industrial survey of
both Germany and Japan after
the war.
The delegation also inspected
the 7500 KVA steEffn turbine and
the three 5,000 KVA hydro-electric sets at Buzzard Roost. Buzzard Roost has lines leading to
Greenwood, Newberry, and Goldville.
,
Members who attended the
meeting were L. W. Burdette, J.
C. Martin, F. Gorman, V. H. Eargle, A. W. Hill, W. W. Pruitt, D.
H. Kirby, S. A. Merchant, R. W.
White, G. C. Wilbum, T. D. Johnson, T. E. Thornhill, J. G. Gravlee, E. H. Stehmeyer.
Also M. Holland, H. T. Cannon,
B. J. Perry, G. L. McCuen, E. G.
McCall, W. E. Thrailkill, T. W.
Patrick, J. W. Ivey, L. L. Yarbrough.
Members of the faculty who attended the meeting were C. L.
Becker, H. L. Morgan, H. V. Poe,
F. T. Tingley, and W. F. Tribble.
At the last meeting of the Clemson AIEE, Professor E. E. Waite
gave a talk on "What Constitutes the Education of Engineers."
The Spring meeting of the
South Carolina Section of AIEE
will be held at Clemson.

Agrarian, Official Ag Publication,
ing Strong After Nine Years

By Jimmie Cushman
♦
In the fall of 1938, three men news from all departments of the'
got together to consider the 'publi- Agricultural School. This merger
cation of an Agricultural Maga- was acknowledged in the first
zine for Clemson. These men edition of the Agrarian.
were Harris L. Beach, VAE '39;
The first staff members of the
Professor B. E. Goodale, and Dr. Agrarian were Harris L. Beach,
B. O. Williams, now Head of the editor-in-chief; T. B. Young, Jr.,
Department of Sociology at the managing editor; D. T. Pope, busiUniversity of Georgia, who was ness manager; H. M. Covington,
then Professor of Agricultural advertising manager; and the ediEconomics and Rural Sociology tors for the different departments.
here at Clemson. After much de- This first edition contained thirty
bate and deliberation, they decid- articles which covered forty pages.
ed to name it the AGRARIAN.
It featured a guest editorial by
The first edition of the Agra- Dr. Sikes, then college president.
rian came out in December, 1938.
Covers for the Agrarian have
On the cover was a picture of the
historic Pendleton Farmer's So- varied greatly. The most freciety Hall. Basically, the cover quently featured covers have
then was the same as it is today. been pictures of the Main BuildThe Agrarian is known as the ing and 'pictures of Negro farmoldest student professional maga- ers in South Carolina.
On the cover of the March, 1939
zine on the campus. There was,
however, a previous publication issue, there was a picture entitled
put out by the agricultural en- "The Cultivator." It showed a
gineers. The Agricultural Engi- farmer plowing at dusk with a
neers, as it was called, published team of horses. This was the
news about the Ag Engineering second issue of the Agrarian.
This issue carried an article
School alone. This magazine was
In it
soon merged with the; Agrarian, called "Clemson—1950".
which was originated to include was a letter a student had written his former "Ole Lady" in
which he told of Clemson in 1950.
He wrote that many new, modern
buildings had been eercted and
that the latest modernistic landOn December 16 a mass meetscaping had been employed in reing of veterans was held in the
modeling Clemson. He commentCollege Chapel. The purpose of
the meeting was to provide a sys- ed that there were 6,500 students
tem whereby there would always living on the campus and that 1,be money in the council treasury. 800 of these were ag boys. The
The present system is based on highway had been moved north of
(See The Agrarian, Page 3)
student contributions, and is not
satisfactory.
Dr. J. C. Green, associate professor of English, Mr. G. D. Hallmark, associate professor of electrical engineering, and Mr. W. B.
Williams, associate professor of
Largest of the many categories
weaving and designing, are the
faculty advisors who attended the of student organizations, the
last meeting of the Veterans regional clubs, usually called
county clubs, are mainly social in
Council before Christmas.
their 'purpose, and their biggest
event of the year is most often
Library Will Circulate the Christmas Holiday dance.
Books Over Holidays
A few of the groups have goals
All books checked out of the other than social. These may be
college library before December the aiding of a student to meet
7 must be in by 1:00 Saturday if college fees, sponsoring camthe holder wishes to avoid a slight paigns to help the high schools of
their particular area to know
fee.
For those students who think about Clemson, and projects on
they will find time to study dur- the Clemson campus.
The two-weeks holidays are
ing the holidays, the staff will
permit them to check out the re- filled to capacity this year with
quired reading for no additional dances and balls being held by
the clubs all over the state and in
charge.
The librarians won't even ask a few localities out of South Caron January 5 when books are olina.
(The following is a list of the
due back whether or not there
was any studying done from the dances that are being held. It is
as complete as far as the inforbook. No questions involved.

Vets Hold Mass
Meeting Tuesday

Tickets for the gay weekend will go on sale immediately after the return from
Christmas holidays, and students may purchase their advance pass any day at the
Guard Room. Prices have, as
yet, not been released by the
CDA.
Lawrence, whose band plays
"music that's sweet with a beat",
features two vocalists in addition
to his. strictly instrumental line.
The songsters are Rosalyn Patton
and Jack Hunter.
Three separate dances will
round out the whole program.
There will be the usual Friday
and Saturday night affairs, the
former from nine to one and
semi-formal, the latter from eight
to twelve and informal.
Knowing that the students
will want more than two
nights of Elliot Lawrence, the
CDA officers have arranged a
tea dance from three to five
on Saturday afternoon. Dress
for this occasion will be strictly informal.
Recording for Columbia, Lawrence, his piano, and his orchestra
are playing in the Hollywood Palladium which has been the scene
for many hit bands and soloists.
He leaves soon after the New
Year for a tour of the country,
particularly colleges in the south.
Earlier in the fall, the .'band
played at a ball across the Savannah in Athens. Many and
loud were the plaudits that the
Georgians handed out to the
youthful aggregation.

Sumter-Clemson Club
Will Sponsor Dance
This year the Sumter-Clemson
Club plans to sponsor a Christmas
Ball on December twenty-fourth
at the Sumter Armory. Music will
be provided by the Clemson Jungaleers. Dancing will begin at 8
p. m. and last until 1 a. m. „
Sponsors for this dance will be
Mrs. Henry S. Flowers for Henry
S. Flowers, president; Mrs. S. P.
Wright for Sim P. Wright, vicepresident; Mrs. R. V. Segars for
Ray V. Segars, treasurer; Mrs. C.
J. Gulledge for C. J. Gulledge;
Mrs. Charles H. Halladay for
Charles H. Halladay; and Mrs.
Lewis Bradham for Lewis Bradham.

Jaswant Singh of Punjab, India, chats with Bill Kennerty and Leonard-Reynolds, representatives of
the agriculture students' publication The Agrarian, about his visit to the Clemson campus.

Tiger Brotherhood
To Install Free
Local Telephone

Noted Indian Economist
Vistis Clemson Campus

Jaswant Singh, of Punjab, India,, spent two days on the
Clemson College campus recently in connection with a pro.
Within the next two weeks, the
jected tour throughout most of the southern states.

Tiger Brotherhood plans to have
■ ♦ Mr. Singh, who was a guest of
installed a free telephone on the
Dr. G. H. Aull, head of the Deledge over the radiator at the
partment of Agricultural EcoGuard Room.
nomics has a Master's degree in
psychology and economics- from
This phone will be used for loPunjab. University...in Lahore, and
cr! calls only, and students are
avr \ not to attempt - to place
Having selected twelve juniors is working now -on a Ph« D. 'at'
long distance calls on it. The as new members, the Junior "Y" Michigan State College.
He plans to return to India in
bill will be paid by the fraternity.
Council held their formal initia- September to assume a vital role
Along, with this latest •■ campus
in the government of his country
service, the Brotherhood plans to tion Friday, December 12^
Following the initiation, Dr. P. as an advisor on matters pertainprovide telephone directories of
the larger cities of South-Caro- Carodemos spoke on the War ing to economics, agriculture, and
He has spent two
lina, North Carolina and Georgia Relief Program which the coun- education.
to aid students in placing long
months in Washington, D. C, and
distance calls on the pay phones. cil is now sponsoring.
has visited several projects of the
New members are J. P. Car- Tennessee Valley Authority.
wile, textile manufacturing of
Mr. Singh describes conditions
Group Confers On
Abbeville; E. A. Freeman, civil in India as very bad in some reengineering of Clemson; J. R. spects. In a country which, beROTC Improvements Lay, agricultural engineering of
cause of its diverse climatic conACP—Among the most perti- Westminster; T. D. Miller, tex- ditions ranging from temperate
nent issues discussed, at the ROTC tile manufacturing of Chester; G. to tropical, and its almost total
conference at Elgin Field, Florida, S. Pardue, mechanical engineer- lack of soil erosion, can. grow
which are of interest to ROTC ing of Aiken; D. B. Plyler, ani- practically any vegetable or fruit
students, according to Col. Gilbert mal husbandry of Monroe, North crop, farming is retarded by
Carolina.
E. Parker, were as follows:
Also T. C. Rickenbaker, archi- 'primitive methods, virtual ab1. Securing, a uniform system
tectural
engineering of Charlotte, sence of machinery, and a traof academic credit for ROTC stuN.
C;
L.
B. Smith,' agronomy of ditional law whereby the real
dents on a nationwide basis.
Mullins;
W.
C. Talbert, arts and estate holdings of a deceased land
2. Developing a comprehensive
sciences
of
Columbia; W. H. owner is divided equally among
plan for the teaching of certain
Thomas, arts and sciences of his sons. Mr. Singh plans to help
common subjects such as geoGreenville; W. L. Walton, me- to relieve these and other ills
graphic foundations of national chanical engineering of Ellenton; when he arrives home.
power and military 'problems of and R. L. Yobs, textile manufacThe Indian economist liked
the United States, by civilian in- turing of Columbia,.
Clemson's campus very well, but
structors of college faculties.
deplored the scarcity of eligible
3. Studying the feasibility of
females. He is an avid football
deevloping ROTC textbooks for Three Professors
fan, and especially likes Chapsubjects other than tactics and
pius
of Michigan.
technique in the advanced course. Will Attend Meet
Mr. Singh is. married, but his
4. Revising the tests' for annual
Dr. T. J. Lindsay, Professor A. wife has remained in India during
inspections, bringing them in line R. Reed, and R. T. Martin are his trip.
with subject schedules and the leaving this week end for Auminimum standards stated there- burn, where they will attend a
in.
meeting to discuss the applica5. Making a study of the curri- tion of radio-activity and radioculum and subjects of both the active isotopes through agriculsenior and junior ROTC with the ture.
view of making changes in the
Special emphasis will be placed
Baptist students of Clemson
relative title and weight of each on radio-active isotopes in a regathered
last night for Christmas
subject.
search of agriculture.
festivities at the Baptist church.
Following an introductory period
at the church the group went
caroling on the campus and in
town. One section sang carols
in the Chester Armory, to which at the "Parson" Goode's home befurnish the music.
This dance, an annual affair of all students are invited.
fore joining the main body in a
Beta Sigma Chi, is held for the
tour of the campus with stops at
This
club
was
recently
formed
purpose^- of raising funds for an for the purpose of bettering re- the Barracks, the President's
annual scholarship which is given lations between Chester stu- home, and the College Hotel,
to a student from Charleston or dents, the college, and the alumni among other places.
in the vicinity.
of Chestter.
George Macon was responsible
In order to carry out these for getting out a large number of
Clarendon-Clemson
Sponsored by the Clarendon- ideals, the club has elected the the young ladies of the communClemson Club, a New Year's Eve following officers: Don B. Mur- ity to join the carolers. Gilbert
dance will be held in the - Man- ray, president; Willie Hastings, Hardee with some other Clemson
ning High School gym, Wednes- vice-president; and Dalton Miller, students brought a group of girls
secretary.
from Anderson and Greenville to
day, December 31.
be among the Baptist students.
Music for the dance, which lasts Georgetown
Following the caroling in the
from 9 til 1, will be furnished by
On January 1, "The Jungaleers"
the Jungaleers.
will play at Georgetown at the community and on the campus,
All students are invited to at- Country Club. The dance will the group of over one hundred
tend. Admission will be $3.00 per be sponsored by the Georgetown people returned to the church for
couple.
refreshments prepared under the
County Club.
direction of Walter Marion PatChester
Greenville
rick. Jim Spangenberg and Paul
Don B. Murray, president, an"The Jungaleers" will continue
nounces that the Chester-Clem- their tour after a week-end of Barton presented the Christmas
meditation at the close of the
son Club is sponsoring a Christmas Ball, December 25, at 9 p. m., (See Christmas Dances, Page 8) evening.

Junior T Council

Dances Given By County CSubs
mation turned in to The Tiger by
each club).

Abbeville
The Abbeville-Clemson Club
will sponsor a holiday dance at
the Abbeville Armory, Monday,
Dec. 30, with music by the Brigadiers.

Aiken-Edgefield.Augusta
Plans have been completed for
the New Years Ball of the AikenEdgejield-Augusta County Club,
to be held at the Julien-Smith
Casino in Augusta on January 2.
The dance will begin at 9 p. m.
to the music of the Jungaleers.
Dress- is semi-formal; all alumni
are cordially invited.

Beta Sigma Chi
Beta Sigma Chi will hold a
Christmas dance in Charleston at
Hibernian Hall on December 26
from 9 p. m. until 1 a. m. Dimpy
Pearson, and his orchestra will

Baptist Students
Go Caroling

Governor J. Strom Thurmond
placed his signature on a special
appropriations bill Monday, which
will provide Clemson College with
$,300,000 to be used for 'the
construction of new buildings.
The bill has specified that $300,000 be allocated to the building of
a new hospital. The .remaining
$1,00,000 will probably be divided
between a new chimistry building and a modern heating^plant.
At the present time plans are
being: drawn for these two buildings and upon completion they
will be submitted to the board of
icustees :-or approval.
After approval by the board,
construction can be started, but
as yet no definite date has been
set for building to begin.
"The new chemistry building is
most desirable," stated Dr. Poole,
to properly accredit the cirricula
for all students." At the present
time conditions in the chemistry
building are very crowded as
freshmen chemistry is required
of all students.
Also, the new structure will
provide much needed s,pace for
the added research that the department of chemistry is planning, It is estimated at the present time that $600,000 will be expended for this structure.
The new heating- plant is an
absolute necessity as the present one is insufficient to heat
the existing buildings. The
addition of new buildings
makes the new heating plant
a definite requirement before
any other structures can be
erected.
A survey will be made of the
present heating plant and any of
the equipment that has any value
will be used in the new plant in
the interest of economy. The remaining $400,000 will in all probability be used for the new heating plant.
College officials are hopeful of
obtaining federal funds to supplement those already given by
the state. These additional funds
will be needed in view of the
complete
building program
planned by the college.

Six New Men Elected
To Soph T Council
Six new members were elected
to the Sophomore "Y" council
at its last meeting, which was
held on December 12.
The new members are W. T.
Rutledge, textile manufacturing of
Greenville; G. M. Lupo, mechanical engineering of Charlotte, North
Carolina; F. L. Lancaster, mechanical engineering of Port
Royal; B. G. Woodham, architecture of Nashville, Tennessee; J.
R. Rogers, Jr., agricultural engineering of Piedmont; W. L. Mathias, textile chemistry of Lexington.
They will be taken into the
council officially on the first
meeting after the holidays.
The program at the meeting
consisted of a quiz. The five
persons who made the highest
scores were given passes to the
"Y" theatre.

Musser Takes Trip
To State Orchards
Professor A. M. Musser, head
of the Horticulture Department,
is on an observation trip to the
pecan and peach orchards in various sections of North and South
Carolina.
He is accompanied on the trip
by Dr. Cochran, entomologist, and
Dr. Foster, pathologist, both of
the Extension Service.
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You can forget your name, but
you'd better not forget these
two equations.
Dr. Pollard
Don't believe everything you
hear; just believe what I tell you.
. . . Frog Ware

The TIGER—"He Roars For Clemson -X &M'1
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Ail But One ROTC
Company Organized
With New

Alpha Tau Alpha

r^nv:i;'«!n<r for IPOAY in tbo
Cnd.e-t Corps yielded nearly 100
fjfir cent support, according to renjjr.ts received from the Reaional
"?ovmdl. Twelve of the thirteen
ROTC companies indicated that
nil members signed the petitions.
"'F" Company's report was not
yet complete.
The jegional Council held its
first meeting on December 16, and
representatives frprn all organized
"iaivs" were present. An outline
of the organization's working
t.lans was {jiven by the Regional
officers. Walt Tilley, JPTAY Seeistary, presented a news letter
being . distributed to all
IPOAY members,i-pr use in connection with the IPTAY membership drive being launched during
the Christmas holidays.
Tiie remainder of the meeting
was spent in a discussion of the
proposed program and all its
phases. Distribution of the fund
v. as ready to leave, (the other
Council 'passed a resolution that
certain percentages to put in a
> cholarship fund, an organizaliwial expense fund, and an intramural fund- The.ratio of di-1
vision will be decided, later.
Results from the election of officers in twelve of the Company
"lairs" have come in. They are
as follows.
C<>. A.
President—J. Q. Sharp*
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Radio Club members while away many an hour with their earphones and speakers,
booths is in the club's lab in the basement of Sirriae Hall (The Mill).

This line of

YMCA Drive Fails Short
♦

Falling far short of its ex-'
pressed goal, the YMCA finance
drive succeeded in bringing in
only $850.00 from a student body
of more than 3,000. Leaders of
the drive had hoped to procure at
least a dollar a man from every
V. President-4. fif: m*nn
Members of the Hillel-Brandies Clemson student.
Secretary-^. £. Sfertfflp
Club are now preparing a news
A breakdown of the total shows
Co. B.
letter which will be sent to all that the ROTC students contribof
President—G^t IteH}'
old members
the club. The uted a much larger percentage
V. President—Sofe M$tin
letter will contain news of the than the veterans. This differSecretary—Jack Bank*
activities of the club and also will ence was due more in the failure
Co. C.
serve as a means of communica- to cover all the vet barracks adePresident—Paul H. P|lpan
' / | tion between the former club
quately than in the negative attiV. President—CJeors*'W- Eleazer; members who have lost contact
tude of the students.
Secretary Hugh Woodle
with each other.
Some living quarters, such as
Co. D.
It is planned to issue the letter the temporary barracks in the
President E, E. MOfrU
once a month. At the present vicinity of the Field House, were
V. President—A. J. Banks
time the letter will be put out in canvassed only1 at random.
Secretary—W. B. Patterson
mimeographed form, but it will
Top ROTC company in amount
Co. E.'
be Written in news style. As soon contributed was "E" Company
as sufficient funds are available, commanded by Ozzie Wallace
President—C. E. Farah
the letter will be transformed in- which donated $145. Wayne BalV. President—E. H. Stehmeyer
to a small sized newspaper.
Secretary—W. 3. Eabon
lentine, agricultural engineering
Several members of the club sophomore of Blythewood, w.as
Co. G.
are responsible for the issuance of largely responsible for the good
Presidents—M. W. White
this letter, but an editorial staff showing of this company.
V. President—P. A. Millians
will be chosen from the most caSecretary—C. E, ttiOtt
In other activities, the YMCA
pable men.
Co. H.
and its student organizations have
President—D. S. May
had a very busy autumn with exPresident—C- Carmichael, Jr.
I tensive plans in store for the
V. President— V. B. Simpson
V. President—L. H. Wilkes
membership on return from the
Secretary—4). A. Arnold
Secretary—L. W. Floyd
Co. J.
holidays.
Earlier in the fall, the forum
Co. M.
President—G. W. ftauton
President—H. C. Chambers
■ group sponsored a series of talks
V. President—M. M. Btirley
arid discussions which lasted over
V. President—Wm. A. Cobb
Secretary—G. T. McLeod
I a period of eight weeks. More
Secretary—E. T. Broadwell
Co. K.
than 2,000 students attended the
Co. Band
President—D. P. Polk
j entire program with an average
President—R. B. Gasque
V. President—L. IV|, CJulledge
group approximating 20.
y. President—J. F. Dickson
Secretary—M. R. Waltz
The cabinet has sent represenSecretary—E. A. Freeman
'Co. L.
tative deputation, teams to many
of the colleges in the area to present vesper and other chapel
programs. Among the instituSTUDEBAKER
PQNTIAC
tions visited are de la Howe
School, University of Georgia,
Call us fer all your automobile needs
University of South Carolina, and
Columbia College.

Hillel Club Plans
Monthly Newsletter

Factory Trained Mechanics

Slobodien Appointed
SULLIVAN MOTOR COMPANY
111 EAST OHB 8T—PHONE 2020

ANDERSON, S. C.

CLEMSGN STUDENTS ALWAYS WELCOME

MAYFA1R GRILL
Anderson, S. C.

Mr. Ira Slobodien, instructor of
English, has been appointed as
advisor to the Hillel-Brandies
Club.
It will be the duty of Slobodien
to aid the club members in any
problems that may arise in the
normal functioning of the club.

Physics Professors
Meet With EMS A

Alpha Tau Alpha, national
honor Agricultural Educatioi fraternity, held its first formal initiation since 1942 last Thursday
night when sixteen "Neophites"
were brought into the fraternity.
After the ritual, shingles were
given the new members by E. M.
Rollings, the only pre-war member of the society now enrolled
at Clemson. Dr. T. A. White, professor of agricultural education,
presented keys to the initiates.
The officers of the organization
are C. C. Beam, senior from
Lawndale, N. C, president; S.. O.
Torhlinson, senior from Olanta,
first vice president; J. T. Black,
R. B. Preacher and W. M. Padgett have the Blue K;y Directory delivered to their threshold in Band
junior from Leesville, second
Barracks by the editors: Gilbert Hardee, Jim Ycmg, and Giles Lewis.
vice president.
Also J. C. Jackson, junior from
Camden, secretary; E. M. Railings,
junior from Pageland, treasurer;
and L, D. Reynolds,, junior from
Timmonsville,. reporter.
Alpha Tau Alpha is open to
All education students interestagricultural education juniors and
seniors 'possessing necessary gauli- ed in taking the next examinaDistribution of the Blue Kej md figures during a two-day pefications of scholarship and lead- tion for. securing teachers' certi- Directory has been completed, ac- riod at the end of last week. At
ficates,
which
is
to
be
held
early
ership.
in February, 1948, should write cording to Gilbert Hardee, editor present, there are 400 copies reimmediately for the necessary in- of the publication, except to those maining.
Tire national service fraternity
structions and application blanks, students who live off the immehad printed 3,800 copies—one for
according to W. H- Washington, diate campus.
All students who are out of every student, for every member
Dean of Education.
town residents can secure their of the faculty and the adminisWhile applications should have copies at the Guard Room in ist tration, and for various offices,
been in Columbia by December
Final ceremonies of admittance 15, late applications may still be Barrack or in the office of the both student and administrative.
Copies are being sent to each
YMCA.
for. nineteen pledges to Alpha Chi made.
Members of the Blue Key dis- of the approximately 70 Blue Key'
Sigma were held last Thursday
Those who desire to apply now
night in Room 13 of the Chemistry should write direct to Dr. W. C. tributed their handbook of facts chapters in the United States.
Building.
McCall, Examination' Director,
This formal ' service ended a Division of Teacher Education Horticulture Club
February Grads Must
thirty day period of initiation for and Certification, State DepartBe Measured Now
C. L. Williams, senior of Balti- ment of Education, Columbia, Acquires Clubroom
Caps and gowns will be worn
The Horticulture Club acquired
more, Md.; C. N. Still, junior of South Carolina.
Greenwood; J. j. Liulejohn,
Anyone desiring assistance see a room in the basement of the Ag- at graduation in February, but all
junior of Spartanburg; B. H- Ger- the Dean of Education's secretary, riculture Building for use as a hopeful candidates must get themselves fitted out in a personal
ritsen, junior of Anderson; J. P. Office 103, Education Building, clubroom.
Plans are now being made for measurement before they leave
Clancy, sophomore of Lancaster. before Saturday, December 20.
the interior redecoration of the for the holidays.
Also D. R. Parish, junior- of Dilroom] Work on the project is exMeasurements are now being
lon; T. W. Lewis, sophomore of
taken in rooms 7-B08 and 4-223.
Spartanburg; C. A. Dodson,,, junior Ag. Department Sends pected to begin soon.
of Greenville; R. N. Westmore- Christmas Letter
land, sophomore of Charlotte, N.
Clemson's Department of AgriC; and H. M. Smith, junior of
SPORTING GOODS
HOUSEWARE
cultural Economics and Rural
Rock Hill, i
Sociology
has
recently
sent
allAlso A. M. Rose, junior of
Marion; J. L. Ridgeway, senior of students and grads a copy of the
Laurens; C. M. Crawford, junior Christmas letter on which they
of Greenville; R. E, Taylor, junior have been working these last few
Anderson, S. C.
of Newberry; P. J. Providence, weeks.
In this letter an account has
junior of Chattanooge, Tenn.; E.
been taken of all available grads
P. Bisher, junior of Kinkston, Pa.;
from as far back as 1930. Each
and C. W. Riser, junior of Colum- person was taken individually
GIVE HER BALFOUR'S COLLEGE SEAL JEWELRY
bia. The only new faculty mem- and an account of his present
ber entering AXE was K. F. work and size of family was given.
from
Reich-, instructor in general chemFrom the 129 graduates, not all
istry.
stuck exclusively to their field
Selections for the Beta Epsilon but branched off into many different fields. From these gradFOR CHRISTMAS
uates, three have become automobile dealers, one is a banker,
one owns a clothing store, another has a laundry, five are in
Show Tonight?,
the insurance business, some are
Major General Robert,-M. Lit- teaching and others are in many
When you next take your
tlejohn has recently beetT retired other different fields.
one and only to the show,
by President Truman from his
put on a litde show yourself,
duties as Administrator of the Chapter of Alpha Chi Sigma are
chum! Show her how good
War Assets Administration.
made annually from the three upyou look in a handsome
Gen. Littlejohn, brother of J. yer classes. Men who show inCLittlejohn, business manager of terest and ability in the field of
Arrow Shirt and a neatClemson, attended Clemson two chemistry, chemical engineering,
looking Arrow Tie. Matchyears before entering West Point and textile chemistry are eligible
ing Arrow Handkerchiefs
where he graduated.
come in school colors. Shirts
for membership.
President Truman in rreply to
from $3.25, Ties from $1,
The organization is made up of
Gen. Littlejohn's letter of resigHandkerchiefs from 35 #.
nation said "As administrator of persons who plan to devote their
lives
to
the
study
and
advancethe War Assets Administration,
m, Drop in and see us for Arrow Shirts and Ties!
you have carried out your diffi- ment of some branch of chemistry.
Officers
for
the
1947-48
school
cult task not only with ability,
but with tact arid discretion. It year are W. W. Gignilliat, master
is greatly to your credit that dur- alchemist; F. B. Hutt.o, vice masing the last difficult months of ter alchemist; J. W. Gillespie. 26 South Main Street
Greenville, S. C.
reconversion, war surpluses were master of ceremonies; and F. K.
Guest,
reporter.
Dr.
F.
H.
Pollard,
disposed of in such a manner as
to avoid undue strains upon the Profespr of Chemistry, is faculty
adviser.
domestic economy."

Exam Fer Teachers'
Certificates Slated

irecfory Out f® All
But Day Students

Alpha (hi Sigma
Vels Must Reinstate Receives Eighteen
Before December 31

World War II veterans who
have let their National Service
Life Insurance lapse have only
until December 31 to reinstate
under the present liberal plan, R.
M.
MacLennan, Office r-irjCharge, VA Office, Clemson, S.
C, announced today.
Under the plan now in effect,
veterans who have dropped their
insurance may pick, it up in mdst
cases simply by paying two
monthly premiums and signing a
statement that their health is as
good as at the time of the lapse.
After December 31, however, a
physical examination will be required if the policy has been
lapsed more'than 90 days.
A | veteran carrying National
Service Life Insurance now may
specify a lump sum settlement in
case of his death, and he may ser
lect any beneficiary he wishes.
Today a choice is offered Rbetween annunities and lump sum
settlement.

Class Of '50 Will
Present Mass Carol
Singing In Chapel
Mass Christmas Carol- singing
Will be held in the College Chapel
Friday evening at 6:45 under the
sponsorship of the Sophomore
Class. The program will be over
in time for the boxing matches
at 8:00.
Singing will be led by Bob
Thomas, baritone soloist; Miss Dot
Abbott of the local YMCA will
furnish the music. Features of
the program will be /presented by
H. T. Arthur, Wayne Ballentine,
and Bill DarbyMembers of the committee in
charge are R. C. Ashmore, A. J.
Banks, H. S. Buck, L. K. Crosland,
W. F. Marcher and Bill Mathias.
The Class of '50 undertook this
program as a part of its new plan
for action on class projects.
Several other committees of sophomores are now at work on various projects which are wider, in
scope and of more usefulness- to
the students, according to Arthur
Banks, class president. Further
information on these will be released later.

Dr. A. C. Mehius and Professor T. J. Turner, both of the
Physics Department, attended a
meeting of the Electron Microscope Society of America last Friday at which technical adancevment and developments of the ing began on Thursday, December 11, and ended on Saturday,
instrument were discussed.
Lasting three days, the meet- December 1?.

E

Litllejohn Retired
As Head Of WAA

STEWART-HERR1TT COMPANY

VISIT OUR GIFT DEPARTMENT
Costume Jewelry if 1.00 up
Maderia band embroidered linens
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Scarfs $1.00 to -$3.50
Wfe STRIVfc TO kEEP THE

BODIFORDS CLEANERS

CADETS LOOKING SHARP

LAUNDRY
F'rank Diilard, Mgr.
.I..-.-

I..I.;»I.II..-———,

KAY'S SHOP

wishes each and every one

A MERRY CHRISTMAS AND A
HAPPY NEW YEAR
We hav« many suitable Christmas Gifts

^- A new kind of tiro with both
chain and saw tooth traad for
extra traction end safety.
•^ A really different, posf-war
tire. You'd find it on improvement in safety, miioage and
comfort over any tiro you've
ever owned.
i

Clemson, 8. C.
•"—""—"*

Clemson, S. C.

CLEMSON, S.C.

EXPERT CLEANING

.—*-—-

CLEMSON APPLIANCE SHOP
Phone, 4431

Handkerchiefs 35c to $1.25

HOKE SLOAN
BOTANY TIES
BOTANY HOSE
BOTANY ROBES
ARROW SHIRTS
HICKOK BELTS
INTER WOVEN HOSE

STONE BROTHERS
Civilian and Military Clothes
Complete Outfitter to Men, Young Men and Students

ALBERT MOORHEAD
108 N, MAIN ST*

GREENVILLE, S. C.

SHELL SERVICE CENTER
Telephone 9287
420 North Main Street
Anderson, S. C.
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Housing Heaclcieh
Handled by H

By A. McNeil Howard
The gargantuan job that goes
under the title of Manager of
the Clemson Homes Project is
held down by Mr. Henry Hill.
He is the man who takes care
of the faulty plumbing, the
clogged stoves, and the married
veteran who has spent all rent
money on beer.
Mr. Hill, a native of Edgefield,
S. C, came to Clemson in October, 1946, after being discharged
as a major from the army. He
was already well known around
Clemson, .having been stationed
here from September, 1941 to
July, 1943. A captain at that
time, he was an instructor in the
Army Trainin program.
Mr. Hill attended Wofford College where he graduated in 1940.
He now lives here at Clemson
with Mrs. Hill and their little
girl, Judy.
Contrary to general belief, Mr.
Hill is not the Czar of Clemson
Housing. The policies of his office are regulated by the Federal

The Agrarian—
(Continued from Page 1).

Housing Authority. Assignments
to houses are handed out on the
basis of earliest date of application. Don't try to get by this
rule. Many men have attempted
various approaches, but as yet
none have succeeded.
Mr. Hill's chief pursuits outside his office are hunting and
golf.

Fines To Be Levied On
Overdye Equipment
Beginning after the holidays a fine of ten cents per
day -will be collected from
men who keep out equip-ment from the YMCA Athletic Room longer than one
day.
Upon checking out equipment each person signs a
statement saying that he is
responsible for said equipment and will return it, that
same day. No attempt was
made to enforce this agreement; "Y" officials hoped that
such would not be necessary.
However, so many studentshave failed to carry out their
part of the bargain and so
many complaints have been
registered that those in charge
of the room felt it necessary
to impose a penalty on those
who infringe upon the rules.

the hotel so that Bowman field
could be enlarged. He wrote that
the ag fair was in progress and a
new Ag Center was being dedicated. There was also a onehundred room dormitory with accommodations for 200 college
guests.
Another interesting and impressive cover of the Agrarian was
"The Angelus." This was the December issue in 1939. A new
staff had been selected and had
begun work on the second year's
publications of The Agrarian. R.
L. Ariail, Jr. headed the new staff
as Editor-in-Chief.
i The last edition of the Agrarian c'uring the war was published Dear Tom,
I'm not going to write the
in March, 1943. Mr. Dan Lewis,
State 4-H Club Agent, wrote a usual long, drawn-out letter that
guest Editorial for this issue. In you receive, but, instead, just a
that article he featured a picture short note about a situation
of Sam E. McGregor milking a which I think perhaps you can
Purebred Guernsey cow. Under remedy.
Recently the biggest "monkeythe picture was printed the following paragraph: "This 47H wrench" in the laundry situation
member, Sam E. McGregor, Jr., has been that students have
of Richland County, is milking neglected to pick their laundry
up on time, resulting in a piletwo dairy cows this year. He also
up the room in the basement of
has a good brood sow and from
his club -projects he plans to feed the Physics Bldg. because of
five soldiers in 1943. Last year lack of space. Many times this
from the proceeds of his 4-H work neglect on the part of the stuhe bought $300 worth of War dent is because he finds it difficult to find a time when he
Bonds."
These men are in charge of the can get to the laundry to pick
Agrarian at present: Executive it up.
And now the point—to my
Staff—W. C. Kennerty, editor; S.
E. McGregor, co-editor; L. G. mind one of the best times to
pick up your laundry is right
Reynolds, associate editor; R. M.
Hanckel, .feature editor; L. T. after lunch when en route from
the mess hall- to your room—
Judy, business manager; J. O.
and at this time the laundry is
Gerald and E. B. Rodgers, adclosed.
vertising managers; C. E. Haines,
My suggestion, therefore, is
circulation manager.
Staff—D. B. Rosenkrans, Jr., F. that the laundry (Physics Bldg.
K. Norris, Jack Clegg, R. H. Bow- Annex) should close from 12:30
ers, L- B, Smith, D. O. Barfield, to 1:30 instead of from 1:00 to
W. B. Traylor, J. N. Young, 2:00 as is now the case. Please
check into the possibility of this
O'Neal Miller, A. S. McKay, and
as it might be of benefit to us
H. Z. Woodfin.
all.
The Advisory Board has ProThanks,
fessor B. E. Goodale as Chairman
Francis B. Hutto
and Dr. G. H. Aull as a member.
Professor Goodale has worked
steadily with the Agrarian since
its very beginning. This "Official Student Publication" is widely read in the Southland. And it
"Between the Banks"
has more than doubled its circuANDERSON, S. C.
lation in its nine years of existence.

Fanfs Camera Shop

By H. E. Bright
Erection of the Chemical Engineering Lab, one section of which
■5 nearing completion, is the first
step in the organization of the
ew chemical engineering course
->i study.
Plans are also ready for organizing the course work and curriculum, directed toward eventual
J iccrediting by ' the Engineers
Council for Professional Development and the American Institute
of Chemical Engineers.
.
A research -program designed to
help South Carolina capitalize on
its industrial chemical potentialities will be started at a later
date.
In the completed section of the
lab are being installed a liquid air
machine, a fractionating unit,
fluid-flow apparatus, and heat
transfer equipment. Much other
equipment is on order and during
I the year will be installed.
This will include such cjpparatus as mixers, rotameters, filter
press, proportioning pumps, and a
centrifuge.
Some of the, first subjects of
research will probably be a study
of the bleaching and catalytic
activities: of .South Carolina clays,
solvent extraction of cotton seed,
and chemical utilization of forest

wastes.
South' Carolina, bleaching clays
are similar to California and
Florida , clays which are used in
catalytic cracking (the process
that contributed -so much to our
eventual victory in the air) alkylization, dosulfurization and other
reactions.
Dr. Charles E. Stoops, professor
and -head of, the Department of
Chemical Engineering, has previously taught at Purdue and Lehigh Universities., He is an' active
member of the American Institute of Chemical Engineers, of
which one of the requirements
is "at least three , years in responsible charge of important
chemical engineering work."
Mr. Charles E. Littlejohn, assistant professor of chemical engineering, is a Clemson graduate
and received his master's from N.
C. State College. He has completed a full year's work toward
his doctorate at V. P. I.
Chemical engineering graduates
are employed in industrial organizations either in manufacturing
products or in. developing new
ways of making things. Other
opportunities include work in research laboratories, technical, services, and sales division work of
chemical products, companies.

Horace LiUIefon, Pos! Office Worker,
opular With Men Who Waul Their HallBy Howell Arthur
If not everyone at Clemson
knows Horace Littleton, the
reason probably lies,, not in. introversion on his part, but in the fact
that he does not say, "My name is
Horace" to everyone who peeks
jnto his barred window and asks
whether there is any mail for me.
Horace is the short man with
the curly, brown hair who serves
at the second window from the
left in the Post Office and makes
like a bank teller with other people's : Air Mail General Delivery letters. He is handsome and
has a winning smile, he says, and
thumbs through a stack- of letters
so fast that the terrific pressure
evolved sometimes forces the addresses off the envelopes. Needless to say, this frequently results
in confusion.
Unlike most great men, Horace
was not born in a log cabin. He
was born in Highpoint, North
Carolina. It is probable that, had
he been able to see what was in
store for him as he first opened
his eyes that bleak March day in
1926, he would have closed them
again and climbed back into the
stork's beak.
For, just two years after he
had first entered this cruel world,
his parents moved to Clemson.
He didn't mind that, but when
they insisted that he cdme with
them, he heaved his teddy bear at
the nearest fragile object and said
no.
Four years later found Horace,
still sporting a badly .twisted arm,
striding into the one-room school
house at Calhoun and demanding
that he be put on the roll. He got
his wish, but the roll soon proved
hard and uncomfortable, so he
was assigned a seat.
From the first, Horace was the
teacher's pet (she couldn't afford
a dog). He did very well academically, too. He was one of the
few children in his class who, on
reading of George Washington's
classic betrayal of Popeye ("Popeye did it."), did not destroy their

New Chapter Of
C. A. A. Starts
Chapter number , forty-one of
the Clemson Alumni Association
was formed recently at Columbus, Georgia.
Officers elected for the chapter are as follows: President A.
N. Preister of LaGrange; VicePresidents Walter Hope of Columbus and A. C. Tink of Hoganville; Treasurer R. A. King ' of
Columbus; and Secretary J. S.
Baskin.
Approximately seventy .persons,
including Mr. Jake Woodward
and Coach Walter Cox of Clemson, were present for the meeting.

PATTERSON'S
SERVICE STATION
Student owned and operated.
GULF GAS and OIL

fathers' apple trees. He . ne,vsr
regretted it. An apple a day kept
failure ,away, and Horace knew
it.
Upon his graduation from high
school, he became a private in the
militia,.,Assigned to the Second
Division,1 Thirty-Seventh Field
Artillery.1 .He served there for
two years, and returned to Clemson. It was then that he began
to work^for the Postmaster, Mrs.
Goodman.
His Previous, experience Had
been confined to sbda-dispensmfe;
at a local drug store, which "ex^
plains why, even now, B.orace^S6u
casionally slips up by greeli&g
a prospective . customer wi'*Pfr
"What'll- you have," rather tlUftv
more conventional salutations-SluV'
thorized by the Postmaster Qfeeral.
,
bihui
One of his.,fellow .workers insists • that he can often be fouwd;
standing behind one of the paa-ki
titions that separate the' windoves;
hiding out, but this is not true.ji-j: i
Horace was, for a time, special
agent in charge of delivering
Special Delivery mail, and he
could be seen on any. morning
buzzing, about in his ~ Cushraan
Roadmaster Convertible with the
top down, waving to the felloysi
But novMihe is back at his old jw*
handing out General Delivery sunshine. Drop around to see him
some day.

Engineering Profs
Go To Asheville Meet
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You can't eel by any more; it's either right or wrong on this new grading machine.
ery of Mie Registrar's Office, shows how the instrument is operated.

Registrar Obtains
ircBU^£$H&%£a -■ wag ^ »P> tri % tt?5 ff\
$iwii§ nacEisne
"Skinning" rr.ay escape the
grader, it may even get by the
professor, but one thing that it,
won't fool, is the new test grader
that has been obtained by the
Registrar's Office.
Official name of the inhuman
piece of. apparatus is the International Test Scoring Machine
and.its claim is that it can grade
without mistake eight to fourteen
papers in. a minute. Up to 150

questions can be scanned in just
the flick of a switch.
The fundamental principle of
the machine is the conductivity
of pencil lead. Opposite poles
are placed at either end of the
space provided for the correct answer. If the mark is there, all is
well; if the mark is lacking,
tough, sign the course up next
semester.
Instead of spending many
gruelling hours wading through
scratchy writing and student attempts to make an answer look as
if it could be taken one way or
the other, an operator can relax,
drink a cool Tom Collins, and

Mr. K. N. Vick-

read the latest racing tips.
The instrument is not limited
to the telling of the number of
correct answers. It can also
show percentage grades, right
answers-minus wrong*, rights minus fraction of Wrongs, and anything that enters the operator's
mind.
Students are not the only one
that are kept under watch. The
professors come in for their share
of attention and have to keep on
the ball in the type quiz they
hand out.to their children.
A separate chart is .made that
finds the questions most often
missed. From this can be de-

The drive to secure S500 to help
rebuild destroyed school; in wartern countries at this writing is
*24«.62 cl'O'isr to its goy.l.
George P. Mandanis. chairman,
says, "The progress of the drive
has been very -successful TjJ-ith
the full cooperation of club presidents and members of the various
clubs' and c.r,.=cni;:"tion<\ as well as
the student body In g fisral."
The 'COfir.mU.3o in striving to
reach their goaj by the end of
this week, btft si-ace the great
irnnrtJer cf clubs hc-z not held
r.i?.etlms since the stadt of the
cirive, the ii:ne will be extended
Tor them.
Free-w.i". offerrnar, "were given
in the "Y" after the .showing of
reels of the actual conditions in
the schools as they exist today. A
total of $'64:24 was obtained at
the showing of these films.
'The Clemson-Calhoun School
raised §51,08 for the drive and
S4G.00 was collected after Tuesday's program of Christmas music
in: the college chapel.
Clubs that contributed to the
drive are The Strawberry Leaf,
S6.00; Pershing Rifles, $13.-00;
"iMinarets, $5.00; Scabbard and
Blade, §10.00; "Y" Cabinet, $12.00;
Hillel-Brandies, $3.00; B. S. U.,
and Sigma Tau Epsilon, $10.00.
Final drive for contributions
was made in the mess hall tonight after the supper meal in
brder to give all students an opportunity to give-some- amount to
this cause.
:
Mandanis said when interviewed "Every student's penny will
give a piece, of bread to a starving child in Europe. We must
all show them that we are the
wonderful people they believe we
are."
; ;
~
5 '
duced the line of instruction the
professor has neglected.

Miss Your Dinner (if you have fo)
Miss Your Date (if you musf)

• *«

f HE NEWEST, MOST THRILLING TALENT HUNT IN AMERICA
INCLUDING TOP STARS FROM THE COLLEGES...

WITH

Dean Earle,. accompanied by Dr.
J. H. Sams, Professor. B. E. Fernow, and Mr. F. C. Mills, all. pf
the Engineering Department, attended a meeting of the Greenr
ville section of the A. ,S. M. E. in
Asheville, N. C. the- night of
Dec. 12. This meeting was held
jointly with..the Western N. C.
Society of Engineers, which is an
annual custom.
Mr. Haller of the Tennessee
Eastman Kodak Co. addressed the
group and showed movies on the
use of his company's plastic product, Tenite.

• £very Sunday Night Over NBC, PHILIP MORRIS
FINDS A STAR

in a search for the great stars of

tomorrow. Performers from all over the country
...including the top talent picked from the
colleges! Music, drama, thrilling entertainment...
weekly prizes of $250 ... and to the winner of the
year — movie and radio contracts, plus a grand
prize of $5000 in cash I

HENS SHOP
SENECA, S:C

' For perfect listening, make a date for
&&■

Sunday night and hear the stars of tomorrow with
PHILIP MORRIS !

tomorrow, always... light up a PHILIP MORRIS.
America's FINEST Cigarette!

Fine Sh6e Repairing
Phaico Refrigerators
New Bicycles

II. Newton's
Shoe Shop

WITH US EVERY SUNDAY

rvfficD WRC «*UNTIL-THEN
NIGHT OVERNBC...u»^

-'Clemson, S. C.

FOR QUALITY JEWELRY
VISIT OUR FINE STORE
Clemson Men Always Welcome
MORRIS KINGOFF, Manager
(Class of 34)
16 N. Main St — Greenville, S. C.

Andior perfect smoking.. .today,
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Talk of the Town

Organization and Disorganization—
The Clemson student body well deserves the paradoxi.
cal description of being well organized and yet extremely
disorganized. We have a bumper crop of frats and clubs
and as most bumper crops they lie quietly in disuse.
Counting from the incomplete roll of recognized fraternities and clubs in the recent issue of the Blue Key Direc.
tory we find that there are 56 such organizations. This is
only a beginning. The roll does not include several recognized clubs, all the county clubs, all the purely social groups,
and thes four class organizations.
Adding all organizations we find that there are slightly
more than 100 separate groups to which a Clemson student
may belong. So many, that if evenly distributed, every one
of us could be a part of a club which has only 32 members.
But with, all this grouping and ganging, with all the
meetings, new members, and elections, few arc the club
projects that begin, continue, and succeed. It is a jungle of
what to do and a desert of what is done.
This is not applicable to all organizations at all times
for mark the success of the Blue Key at Carolina, the Senior
Council and its clean-up program, the dances of the CDA,
and the vitality of IPO AY; however, it still remains that
many do not live up to their purposes and constitutions.
Even a superficial glance will discover those clubs that
have service and professional aims but in actuality are only
social. This change is not to be regretted in itself; what is
harmful is the hypocritical attitude fostered by this double
standard.
Any group that sets forth shining phrases and glowing
purposes to its membership and to the outside public and
then fails to come anywhere near its mark because of in.
difference need not bother to dissolve or to make changes.
They are already, to all extent and purpose, non-existent.

By CHARLIE STILL

Changes Needed In PT ProgramLife for the 1000 ROTC students is never quite as com.
fortable here.as it is at home, but at present if is being made
no easier with the calisthenics every night about 6:15 a. m.
Regardless of the temperature of the morning, the entire corps, seniors included, are out every week.day before
breakfast. Rain or other forms of precipitation is about the
only thing that stops the fofmation.
Among the non-vet students, morale is becoming lower
wHh the conjtinuance of the practice in its present form. Any
further loss of spirit will not be beneficial either to the ROTC
unit-xrr-tothe college.
We do not advocate a complete abolishment of the phy.
sical training program, but it is evident that some changes
should be made. One thousand students can hardly be
wrong.

Christmas, 1947 Years AfterGreetings one hears only seldomly, cordiality that is
usually, kept to oneself, generosity that won't occur again
for another year; these, among other tilings that go to make
a, happy holiday, are apparent at every turn of events.
Although carols ring from every hamlet and city, and
bells chime from every chapel and-cathedral, there is a much,
darer side to this season. NbVfor a moment can it be pushed
into the background; not for any joyous day can it be forgot.
Nothing caii'erase bur collective failure to bring peace to
the world. ;
'
'
No matter from What angle the present jumble is con.
sidered, this! country must share the responsibility, for it.
This nation must-acknowledge that some mistakes belong to
it, for two principal lines of our actions have contributed
greatly to the situation.
Firstly, while fighting one nation with a philosophy
radically different from ours,' we blinded ourselves to the
fact that we were elevating to. apposition of pre-eminence a
government with, an ideology equally as distant and the
greater part of a continent that has infinitely more possibili.
ties to dominate America.
Secondly, we now entertain the theory that this country
cai| do no wrong, that this nation has been chosen to make
everything corr^ct-in all corners of the globe according to our
standards. We can comfort ourselves in a small way, for
others fool themselves iri the same manner.
The. most wonderful.'Christmas gift that can.be presented would be the,giving, up of- this attitude.of do no wrong;
give it back'to the past from whence it came. And along
with it give ourselves the, power of self-criticism.
And for now, may your. Christmas be snow-bound with
happiness and your 1948 filled with satisfaction.
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Three Guesses
As the busy days of a 1947; school year are
almost ended, three questions hold top place
in the students' conversation; One is "When
are you going home?"; another is "Did you
have many quizzes this week?"; and the
third, "What are you giving her for Christmas?"
No less interesting, to the ear are the
answers to these queries. To the first usual,
ly it's "As soon as I can get out of here"; to
the second, "Yep, don't we all?"; and to the
third—-well, that varies With the individual.
Tiin<e—It's Wonderful
The last week before those Christmas
holidays is ^traditionally' filled to the brim
with almost "every type of activity. This
week is certainly no exception.
Lights shine from the various barracks
windows into the small hours as the boys
get that last paragraph, down pat, that final
chapter read, and that finishing touch on a
lab or book report.
In giving their pre-Christmas "gifts" to
tile students, professors usually throw in a
few hard ones to make their charges do a
little down.to-earth thinking about the prob.
lems at hand., That keeps us from forgetting there'll be work to do on January 5. As
one prof put it, "You fellows would go home
a week early, if there were no quizzes to
keep you interested."
That may well be true in some cases, but
oftentimes students are put in a very tight
squeeze by several important tests on the
same day of a preholiday week.
The Problem
The student naturally tries to cram all the
material assigned (he never can quite seem
to keep up with it). He often gets an inadequate review on all of the subjects, with
the results of the hour lowering his average
to new depths. Then, too, there is parallel
for the arts and science majors; there are lab
reports for the woitld-be chemists, physicists,
and engineers; and the architects simply
must have that layout ready by morning.
The Temptation
Rccreationally speaking, there's a basket.
time to' demonstrate to your .sifheee are the qualities that will ball game or a boxing match, or maybe even
family and your friends your oottihd the college into, world wide

Dr. Poole Says
The well known saying."there
is no place like home" is full of
truth. There is much about
home that young people overlook and-lose, in the rush of the
day but as we grow older the
statement becomes more real
and is more appreciated.
This week Clemson students
will disperse to all parts of the
state and for two weeks will experience many types'of activity.
Some of you will hunt, fish,
dance, work, and repeat many, of
the things you did during your
childhood. Joy and happiness
will reign supreme. Time will
pass rapidly and will'be spent
according to the desires of the
individual student.
I trust most of you will find

love and your appreciation of ■ Hi-fellowship. We. must be cog..<-aiizant of the potentialities of the
their deep interest in your welgood life which is possible for
fare. They will b%. happy to .iievery one in America.
have you home andrrto obsirve
Communism and Socialism,
the joy. you are experiencing!, „, ;[ ^ith divide :and conquer philThe privilege of enjoying this kflspphies, are despicable and enhappy season in this gjieat Chris- ■S);C0>urage distatorships which take
tian nation is worthy ,-pf our ap- ,ora;Way freedom. With God's help
preciation and suppprferiWe must we shall have no such philoshope, pray, and even; fight to qphies in America.
preserve these rights because y ., It will please me if you will
they .with all their 'faults ; are convey to your parents for me
superior to any others; u
.the greetings of the season. TnIt is a great ■ source^ of pride jj&rm, them of the splendid state
to me that the Clemson com- „' m. the college and of our interest
munity, faculty and'Jr'students, V Lm serving them. To each of you
demonstrate principles and I extend my wishes for^a happy
teachings of Christianity and a and joyous season and ^for your
sincere searching for truth. safe return to college. |

Not That It Matters
By H. F. Landrith
Epidemic at Clemson
Diseases are running rampant
this year; there is escape for no.
one here at Clemson. The most,
serious and most contagious is
"sack-itis", otherwise known as
horizontal lab. The unmistak-?
able symptoms are the inability
to meet eight o'clock classes and
the tendency to rush out of lab
early, leaving the lab partner to
clean up the bench.
"Chow-hound-osis" takes its
toll. You find these gluttons
hanging around the' mess hall
doors fifteen minutes early.
When the food is passed around,
they pass on the bowl and holler
"Send it back."
Many are
inflicted with
"stroknosis'. These men sit on
the front seat in front of the
professor, and their day is not
complete until they rush up and
ask some question the professor
likes to talk about.
"Wolf-itis" is the most contagious disease; everyone from
the senior to the freshman has
it. The victim paces up and
down the dance floor, with a
wild gleam in his eye, waiting
for intermission. Intermission is
over, and he paces the floor,
licking his chops, waiting for
the dance to close.
Of course, I have never contracted any of these diseases
(most of this is quoted from TM
22-4, Black's "Social Diseases
At Clemson") so you can come
up to see me. While you are in
my room, look over my etchings
and collections hanging around
the room—collections I collected
from Observatory Hill.
Room With Bath
Hunting a room next semester? Of course you are, and I
know just the place for you.
Yes, sir, overlooking Calhoun's
Mansion.

You'll want a shower. Most
The barracks empties and surevery one does; I do myself, ocrounded the automobile. One
casionally.. This place I have in student raised the hood to premind has steam heat too—some- .
times. But the shower-rv-bur-r-r vent the driver from leaving!
is as cold as a well digger in the Others opened all four doors. .
Klondike. Before taking a bath Suddenly the driver got in a
you must get into an ('Overcoat, :.hurry ahd left one of the stu-.
put on wool socks and overshoes, dents holding a door. Several
put a pickaxe on your back,
—windows lay broken on the
and carry a defroster, o
ground.
You adjust the water, pull off
The car kept coming back; for
your overcoat, suit coat;'; sweater,
more.
The boys must have
wool shirt, ets., etc., arid relax
blockaded the road, for there
under the warm shower.
' was a loud crash and screeching
Warm! It is now as cold as of brakes and wheels. The ocice; you grab your trusty pick- cupants—both male and female
axe (issued with your door key)
—took to their heels. Things
and start chopping the ice. were quiet, then all bedlam
Finally you are free and start
broke loose. A crowd rushed
again. Ouch! the water is too
down to get the armored car
hot. One fellow was so badly
. which no one could drive. Finalburned that he had to cut Dr.
ly they got the car started; the
Green's English.
(That's like
poor, old, overcrowded .thing aljumping out of the hot water
most burned up pulling up the
into the fire.)
hill. The driver had not taken
Christmas Parties
the brakes off.
In the midst of this little party
Seven more days until Santa
and we've had two parties al- the fire alarm rang and who
ready and everyone was invited. should ride up but old Colonel
Last week the transformer for himself. "We're having a fire
Barracks No. 3 burned put, and drill," someone said lamely and
there was darkness. 'Tis said, everyone dived for the door at j
someone lighted a State—Pen- the same time. No one was
land's column—in order to see hurt except an innocent byhis way about. Wham! the stander who had exclaimed
sprinkler system went off. and several minutes before: "I wonare
the water carries the poor boys der what them crude
out! All went! swimming in the doing. Think I'll go outside and
halls. A committee was ap- see." He got outside at th* wrong
pointed to ask for hot water in time. Two hundred were trying
the sprinkler system. 'Twould to enter. Instead of reaching
make swimming more pleasant for the door, he reached through
it.
?9
at Clemson in December.
Merry Christmas
Several nights later a car full
With the Christmas season
of uninvited guests rode by,
yelling at those poor boys who coming on I am going to drop
were studying to make an A ml cloak of frivolity. For the
under Dr. Carodemos. Several response you have given "Not
times the car went by; the yell- That It Matters," I am grateful;
ing and horn blowing grew to those whom I have mildly
louder, T^jatAiMMJBmM burlesqued—your friexite and

a movie that everybody wants to see. The
shows can be given up without much effort,
and there'll be other basketball games,, but
the boxing matches seem to be a must.for
the Clemson ringside rooters.
After a night of all that, small wonder
that a formerly attentive eye droops now
and then, or a fast moving pen slows down
to a snail's pace during lecture class.
Mystery of the Week
Sometime we wonder how it was at all
possible to stretch the twenty-four short
hours per day in these preholiday weeks,
but that's one for Sherlock Holmes. Therefore when Clemson professors are disap.
pointed with an inferior job on some assigned task, we hope they'll realize that we
are not always indifferent or lazy. Local
nights can be awfully short when quizzes
await in the early morning hours.
Checkup On the Breakdown
In checking the breakage record for Sep.
tembcr, October, and November of this year,
we find that a total of more than §2100
worth of college property in the barracks
has been damaged or destroyed. This figure
compares quite unfavorably with the total
breakage of $1500 for the corresponding
period last year.
It is very unlikely that this increase of
six hundred dollars during the current period is due to the increase in the student
body. We may say "Some of the fellows
* just want to collect their breakage fees";
however, if the present conditions continue,
all of us may be paying extra fees for dam.
aged property eome February 2.
A Stitch In Time
Since the cost of breakage in the barracks
is estimated in advance for accidental damage, wc can see readily the effect that will he
produced by willful destruction of college
property.
Instead of "giving you your money's
worth", deliberate breakage injures not only
the guilty individual, but the whole studeritJ
body as well. Remember—the lower the
cost to the college, the lower the cost to the
student.

Campus .Chatter
By Thomas A. Collings
People of Clemson were celebrating Christmas with the real
Christian spirit ■ on Sunday.
Crowds were Seen rushing from
one church to the next in order
not to miss any of the splendid
Christmas programs presented.
On Sunday morning the Presbyterian Church program included selections by the choir, solos
by Mr. Bob Thomas, and selections by Mrs. Shirmer, harpist
accompanied by Miss Dot Abbott
at the organ.
At 6:S0, Sunday night, the
Methodist Church lykd a beautiful white Christmas program,
from which' the crowd moved
on to the- Baptist Church to fill
what few spaces were still
vacant in that Church for the
7:30 service. Here the Junior
Choir and the Adult Choir gave
a Christmas Cantata. ,
In.the Christmas spirit, news
comes from England of. the birth
of William John Sharpe to Mr.
and Mrs. .John Raymond Sharpe.
Last year Mr. Sharpe ■ taught
Chemistry at Clemson, but returned,to England with his English wife at the end of the year.
The Clemson Glee Club presented, its second annual Program of Christmas Music. on

Tuesday, December 16th. Be- They will leave for Miami,
sides, the beautiful music by the Florida, on Friday, December
Glee.Club, Prof, and Mrs. Mcr
19th. Jjm promised to bring
Garity gave several splendid back a snowball.
piano duets. Also, the Little
Mr. Henry Z. Duffie, extenTheater group assisted with a
sion
agricultural engineer, has
Christmas pageant.... After the
just
returned
to the College from
program both groups retired to
the Y. Council Cabinet Room to an extensive tour of irrigation
enjoy a well deserved party.
projects in the far west. Among
After meeting several people the points visited was the farm
with surprised expressions, the
" of Mr. W. B. Camp~and~his sons,
Chatterer was in turn surprised
to see a handsomely dressed man Bill and Don, all of whom gradwith a beard and gold turban. uated from Clemson. Duffie
It turned out to be Mr. Singh, comes back to South Carolina
who is on the faculty Of Punjab with a lpt of ideas on irrigation
University and who is in the which he hopes to get South
United States working on his Carolina farmers to follow.
PhD. Degree in government
Even in the public high school
policies for the small farmers.
the- Christmas spirit is about to
The Chatterer regretted to chase the humdrum school roulearn that Dr. Sibrans under- tine out of the premises. The
went a serious operation Mon- grade mothers of all the grades,
day in New York. He is glad to from one to twelve, are throwknow that Dr. Sibrans came ing parties for their particular
through the operation . success- grades, which seems to the Chatfully and. at .last repost was erer a. new way to learn tHe
holding his own.
Three Rs.
So for the Christmas, the
Among those- headed South
for the Christmas holidays will Chatterer presents this little '
be Mr. and Mrs. Dan Lewis, of poem, jingle, or something: , [
the Extension Department, and Merry Christmas, Happy New
Year,
Mr. Jim Spangenburg, Student
Minister of the Baptist Church. A pocket full of money, and a

yU&6 ^oftm Otfot &rfteqe ^*q&
By "Slick Magruder

stand the temptation to print the

Parlor date: ■■
-"The Technique" Georgia Tech
SilenceMore silence—
Strained silence—
Harold L. mentions iri his
'He—Aren't the walls unusually column .that, he .has .giyen us his
flat this evening?.'
;
bow tie. Thanks Hal. We haven't
"The Johnsonian". Winthrop
received-it yet, but we're waiting
in breathless anticipation. You
Clemson version:
should have kept it, though, to
SilenceMore silence—
give a formal air to those diapers
Stfamed -Silenceyou. were wearing on the front
She:! Stc4h y
page of the Tiger.
• Intelligence is the ability on the —"The Furman Hornet"
Ah! The Tiger gets into the
part of the editors to distinguish
between the naughty, the very news!!
naughty, and the terribly naughty.
Will power is the ability to with- He whispered sweet nothings in
her ear,
As they sat secluded, these two.
mine—I am indebted and drawn And he murmered, "I feel like
I've known you for years."
closer in the bonds of friendship.
To my readers in the young And she said, "You certainly do."
Old hand.
ladies' colleges: may you find
a Clemson cadet in your stockLike that? Then how about this.
ing; to my cadet readers: may
you find the girl of your dreams.
To all: A Merry Christmas Little Willie, feeling fine,
and a Happy and Prosperous' Found his father's favorite wine;
Willie's mother, seeing he was
New Year.
latter

plastered,
Said "Go to bed, you little booze
hound

'" _Gamecock

For these I am thankful:
Brire scrawny trees, like lace
across the skies,
The noisy drone of bees nearby,
The pungent smell of pin6s: beneath the' sun,
The hazy days when autumn's
just begun;
A winding woodland path with
flowers fair;
A mother's gentle hands, with
soothing care;
The ocean, powerful and deep;
After a day's work, the comfort of
sleep;
,
The calming stillness of the sun| set hour,
The mighty mountains which
above me tower;
Green moss upon a rugged stone;
And reveries I can call my own.
For all these I am thankful.
—Jane Lynch
—"The Lantern", Limestone
We're thankful for the Lantern

The TIGER—"He Roars For Clemson A & M'
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BETWEEN
PLATTER
CHATTER
BOOK-ENDS

Bill Kennprty as editor of. The
To expedite matters, R. O. WatAgrarian has a very subtle son ought to consult Fox and
method of getting those grades.
others on the proper parliament
OSCAR SAYS—:
tary procedure.
The pressure 'of enforcing PT
-OSCAR SAYShas caused "head" Lytle to resign
"Wink" Godwin really stayed
as. captain.of the S & B.
here this weekend. Too bad that
OSCAR SAYS i
Just as the good little kid, sweet little trick, "Tookie" was
"Stool-Pigeon" Atkinson should taken with the duties of room arspeak when he's spoken tox—and rest or the equivalent thereof.
ill
OSCAR SAYS
K,.!
no more.
■
With
"Lousy"
Landrith
the
orig—
-OSCAR SAY=
For the man of: distinction look, inal columnist that he thinks he
"H. N. 22-5" Black would make is, he would do well to stay at
QUt better if he took his sam home and leave Oscar to Oscar.
,
OSCAR SAYS.
brown to Winthrop next time.
"Going up? Down? I don't give
Anything for a good effect.
a damn which way it is, get in."
—.
OSCAR SAYS
Bob Coffey dated the library So went the chatter of "Playqueen last weekend. Ask Leo Kir- Boy" Alexander (Ray, that is)
ven for any further information. when he was having great fun on
OSCAR SAYS
those Rock' Hill elevators this
It is a big question-mark week-end. Shaft!
whether or not the women really
OSCAR SAYS—
cry fpr Bill Green as he seems to
Jack Clegg opened the window
think.
so wide this week-end that he al08CAR SAYS
'■
"Sploe" Carter and "Lover" most fell out. Remember? WinLowder remain Clemson's gift to throp?
-OSCAR SAYS
■XT
the Anderson telephone operators.
The mature Cuban, at least to
—

OSCAR SAYS

Jack Zeigler and "Oscar" Hand himself, Magruder, would make
were really doing fine at the out better if he could get an invitation before crashing a dance.
Limestone Follies.
OSCAR

OSCAR SAYS

SAYS

Reece Fant should keep better
Another big question is Steve
Ivey. Is he the big wheel he control over those 'perfume containers.
thinks he is?

POETS'CORNER

m

*m

t Would like to thank today's two contributors for their offerings
—this i* my first column purely from others.
MOISSON
A SUMMER STORM
O wild, brief moment,
Before the summer storm is broken,
Before the patter of falling rain
Comes • whispering o'er the corn,
And the air is rent by thunder,
The wind is hushed;
O wild,' brief moment,
You stir the savage in me! •
Gently, gently, the raindrops patter
As first they touch Earth's wrinkled brow,
Gently, as the tender hands of gentle youth
Caress the forehead of a fair maiden;
Then, savagely, in. unbridled fury,
Eager to.quench his storming passion,
They tear brutally at her breasts,
And leave her naked, Wounded, aching,
In the violence of their, thirst,
r-~*
And her'tears-flow in rivulets
Among her rounded crests,
Salty tears of Mother Earth,
That flow to form the sea.
HENRY F. RIVERS, JR.
June, 1947
ON WAR
War—villainous, black marauder,
Killer of the peaceful,
Enslaver of the free,
Hate and greed are weapons
Used, in your mad slaughter;
Dripping blood and mangled dead,
Your trophies for us to see.
Mount your steed, as swift as light,
As through the land you speed.
Kill your brothers,
feee them fall,
Cut them down one and all—
And listen as they groan.
Heed not their pleas for mercy,
Your heart is made of stone.
Say that you are stronger,
Deserving what you gain.
Say that peace, a dream,
That fools have made.
Men were meant for fighting,
And you were meant to raid
Upon the poor, defenseless,
As they toil.
So clash your arms
And swing your sword,
Spill blood on virgin soil.

\

There's no one here to halt
Your madness in its haste, .
So spur your steed
And in the fields lay waste.
Starvation and disease
Follow in your wake.
But this is War!
So what care you— ■ ■ i •
For love or pity's sake?
Clash your armor,
Raise your sword
High, above your head.
Pound your chest
And shrill your cry.
But HOPE is never dead.
H. G. KIRVEN.
University Of S. Car.
-.«
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Our Specialty: Hot Dogs—Hamburgers
Open Until 12:30 A. M,
ACROSS FROM THE P. O.

MERRY CHRISTMAS

| BARNETTSTUDIO

BIUV BUTTHflUD

town

of

ON "HOWDY D-AY'AT LGS-ANGELES

crfr

L COLLEGE, STUDENTS WEAR IDENTIFICATION
% TAGS AND SAY HOWDY TO' •
EVERYONE THEY MEET/

. VT EDINBURGH UNIV-^
ERSrTY THERE ARE NO I
BELLS OR WHISTLES TO'
ANNOUNCE THE BEGINNING
OF CLASS PERIODS. FOR
CENTURIES UNIFORMED
•BEDELS" (GLORIFIED JANITORS) HAVE SOLEMNLY t
CALLED THE STUDENTS
TO CLASS/'

LEO TOLSTOY
F.rnest J. Simmons — AtlanticLittle, Brown.
Born to a vast estate, but fighting by word and ..deed for, some
justice for the serfs, Tolstoy was a
thorn in the side of.family, friend,
church, and government. He often
worked on the land as a peasant
because of his principles. At home
Tolstoy quarreled'-vSrith his wife;
who nevertheless bore him 13,
children. Mr. Simmons uncovers
the shortcomings and great gifts
of a great man, Leo Tolstoy. The
book will give the reader not only
pleasure, but an excellent understanding of Russian life in the
past century.
THE BUTTERFLY—
James M. Cain—Knopf

Cincin-

• • - ' '
nati. His music
interests grew until finally he
abandoned ideas, of becoming a
doctor after two years in college at
Lexington, Kentucky, He preferred playing with college bands
and "jamming" after classes.
Billy began to attract particular
attention when he was with Bob
Crosby's Dixieland band. For
three years, he was bulwark of
that band's brass section before he
moved on to Artie Shaw's orchestra, ■ followed later by a stint
with Goodman.
During his time with Benny
Goodman, Billy performed 'both
on location and broadcast assignments and was featured on manyof Benny's records.
After leaving Goodman, Billy
joined Les Brown and headed toward California. , During Brown's
Palladium engagement, Billy met
Capitol's Johnny Mercer and a
recording date was set up. Tunes
cut on.that first date were not released for a full year, but since
the times, were the oldies "My
Ideal"■• and "Without Love," they
were still strong numbers. ■
r Vocalist.for those early records
was, Margaret Whiting, who has
since climbed into a spot as one
of the country's most outstanding
singers.
'« Billy's early work for Capitol
Records included an album of
Gershwin music, and several feature ' spdts ' in the History of Jazz
series,. Billy's modern orchestra,
which he first organized on his
own after his release, from Armyduty, features a.small band within a band,'/headed by' his top arranger, Bill Stegmeyer.
This group, .appearing on both
Capitol . Records and Capitol
Transcriptions, has been planned
deliberately to please both students .and addicts of' jazz, but to
remain within the limits of currently ' popular dance rhythm.
Thus, Billy helps each individual
performer to display his own particular artistry and versatility at
its best.
Billy's own talents are reflected
in the purity of his sweet horn as
well as in torrid nature of his hot
work, which incidentally shows a
touch of the Lawson-Spanier influence. Muted choruses are featured and complete technical
command of the instrument is
noted throughout all of Butterfield's work.
Billy is married to a girl singer
he met during his college band
days, and the couple has two sons,
Michael arid Patrick.
I

By Dave Spiner

Typical Clemson Cadet, Will. I. Phlunk,
Sounds Off About Physical Training

Cain's latest trick to catch the
public's eye is the use of incest as
a theme. His preface includes an
explanation as to his reasons.
Fans of torrid love and brutal
murder, served with the usual
Cain delicacy, will be fascinated.

By DARCY D.'HARRIS
All is quiet in the Engine House porting on ' the ' 'mechanical lab.
this week. Some are still chasing ! Those 'steady throbbing noises
around the halls looking for a ; that keep the building swaying
pencil sharpener but, other than | seem- to indicate that everything
that, the storm that is to precede j is tearing up evenly. However,
the Christmas holidays in hardly it is rurhored that'one of the outevident as yet. The principal in- standing students is turning out
terests seem to lie in the, labora- work, of such ; a high caliber he
tories, and, because of this, we has received . several offers from
made a little visit to some of the owners of O'conee's leading
these.
stills. His farniliarity witffThe
Everybody was green with envy j finished product *give.s him. a stagbecause only a select few were in ! gering 'preference over his nearthe early morning surveying" est competitor. We are confident
classes. It"is not everyone that' he will 'get' high in this field.-'
can jump but of a warm bed- to
The--Strength and Stress labospend the morning in the coql, re- \ ratories-had just, .run its 330th test
freshing air. Most of. us unfor-j on, gage lengths of .woijd when we
tunates have to be content''with I stuck our block in the abor. ,; We
only short snatches of this health-' do not'mean to--put the pressure
ful coolness.
on anyone but we believe the proIt is hard to .say which labora- fessors are aware, of the impendtory was the busiest but our gal- ing fuel shortage and. are gatherlop poll certainly gives the elec- ing a - little kindling^sorry if we
trical department a heavy nod. I shattered'any plans. .
The Architectural and drawing
When we passed there, the boys
were so busy. they did not notice j departments , were judged the
that one of their smiling instruc- quietest sections ' of the engine
tors was trapped by 2300 volts. So house by ' this self-appointed
oblivious, were ihe students of board of,. visitors. Other than a
their professor's fate they were all few snores and a scattered ♦quarbursting with laughter.
tette of whistlers everything was
There is hardly any need of re- I dead quiet—or vice versa.'

HUMAN DESTINY—
Le Comte du Nouy—Longmans

and a.quick prayer was he saved
By W. W. Berry
Le Comte du Nouy, recently deIt was cold that November from being trampled.
[ ceased, was one of France's most
Now all he had to do was: get learned scientists. His chosen
morning and Will I. Phlunk was
just getting into bed. for what to his'room,., get off his old clothes, task was to explain the biological
he thought would be a' few hours wash up. (if he could get a Tavo- and materialistic side of man in
sleep, but did he get th.it sleep? ratory) put on his uniform, .and order to prove that there must be
No!, The light flashed on and a meet the breakfast formation. If something more for man's raison
man clothed in, many coats and he hadn't been so slow he would- d'etre. Du Nouy purposely wrote
n't haj^e had to,hurry, because he the book for uninitiates . to the
sweaters walked in.
had five minutes, and that should field of science. It is enjoyable
"You already up," he said."
"Heck no, I am just getting in be enough time for any man who reading, and well worth reading
bed,^ replied Will, "and What are has eight arms and a valet.
twice.
Except for breakfast the ordeal
you 1|oing checking Taps?"
Thg young man said, "I'm not was over, and Phlunk again
checking Taps and get up 6r you'll started dreaming of Christmas, were almost as far back as gradthe summer vacation, the girl, uation.
be,:J2fe for P. T."
(The views in this article are
Sector the second time since and slightly further back in his
WilT^had been at Clemson, he mind—graduation. Oh yes. Class- not necessarily those of the Milwas one • main topic, and '■ the es too entered his mind, but they itary Staff.)
time being when he had to stand
in the rain for almost anhc^rr becausegsomebody, decided to'Hipye ;?>
^COMMUNITY SERVICE AND THE
a fire drill) but be got out ofbed,
left ofi Bis pajamas, put on a shirt, '
two sweaters, two pair of p'ants,;
CLEMSON COLLEGE YMCA
three pair of socks, a pair of'teoots, \
and. tied a towel around hiss'head.
n. Because of community interest and because of the interest
(This was in vogue for the^early I
of faculty folk and students, the Clemson College YMCA had
morning gatherings.) .
■:>
j
its origin. For more, than 30 years, the YMCA at Clemson
has'been, a place where student, campus folk, people of the
He got more exercise 'c-from
community and children have met. The "Y" building and ■
dressing ' and undressing ' than j
more-recently the■'■ "Y" 'cabin has been used extensively by
from P. T., but he did not', lose j
many grouos. The sons and daughters of a great many of those
faith in his fellow man, and so :
whB used the-building jn-its early davs have since had opporfelt his way down the dark-stairs !
tunity to use the Clemson College YMCA building. Many of
and out into the cold black morn-'
the" grandchildren of those who first used the swimming pool
ing.
atiithe "Y" have'learned to swim in the "Y" pool.
He ' had • to run to make the :
. Each year.the people of the community cooperate with the
formation on time, but as Will i
"Y" in numerous ways to promote the work among students,
ran he thought "Wonder what the,;
and among campus groups. Through the use of the club, rooms,
'big' man's doing right now. 'Probthe cabinet rooms, the swimming pool and through informal
ably—" but the sudden sight ! of j
recreation, a large percentage of the campus boys and many of
his company falling in brought-','
the campus girls derive recreation.
him T^ut of his dream, and he fell I
Hundreds of groups sponsor and advertise pictures prointo 'his' place.
vided by the Clemson College YMCA and in this way derive
The corps went through its i
funds to assist with their community work.
The total of
usual mariuvers, and the air was '
amounts so raised together with funds raised for the World
full of moans, groans and creak- '
Service program of the YMCA and the Interstate work of the
ing bones. The Colonel (cadet)
YMCA runs well over $1,000 a year.
could' be seen as he walked i
Morr> than 130 different organizations used the club rooms
around through the ranks mak- '
of the "Y" last year. Some of these groups met 10, 12 and 15
ing sure each Cadet got full bene- '
time," while others met as many as 30 times.
fit from the wonderful tarining.
Manv campus folk and students provide hundreds of magThen it came, "dismissed," the j
azines to be placed in the "Y" lobby and club rooms. Thest
whole Cadet Corps surged toare read by literally thousands of students. It has been estiwards the barracks like the Is- i
mated that 4000 people use the various facilities of the "Y"
raelites into the promised land. :
each day, including those who attend the pictures, those who
use the cafeteria, roomers in the building and those who just
Unfortunately Phlunk was in/
come in and out of the building a number of times each day.
front of the mob, and could not
The "Y" is more or less unofficial, headquarters for all stukeep the pace they were setting.
dents and those who do not have rooms in the barracks freOnly through his old Irish luck
quently gather here to study with other students and to fellowship together.
The "Y" building was erected when there were approximately 700 students at Clemson. Now we have more than
WELBORN MOTOR COMPANY
3200 students. Four hundred or more of these are married
students and their wives are welcome, to use the YMCA also.
Sales
DODGE—PLYMOUTH
Service
We badly need a larger auditorium and a number of additional
club rooms and rooms for guests. Plan for the new building
. DODGE TRUCKS
annex provide for an auditorium that will seat 1100 people, and
club rooms that will • accommodate 500 or more people. It is
hoped that all the game ■ room equipment, pool tables, ping
EAST ORR STREET
PHONES: 1568-1569
pong tables and recreation equipment of this nature can be
placed in the large basement.
ANDERSON, SOUTH CAROLINA
.Hundreds of visitors come to Clemson as overnight guests.
A great many of these secure room* in the "Y" and many of
them ask that we provide some additional rooms with private
irnn.nr
bath fpr their convenience and for accommodation of other
visitors and transients. The spacious lobby of the "Y" and
the other conveniences make it desirable for many more people
to visit here and to use this as a meeting place where they can
see their sons, relatives and friends.
More than 1000 people have contributed toward the Clemson College YMCA building fund. Many of: these are students and quite a number of them are veterans. A goodly
percentage of the married veterans have made contributions
to the "Y" building fund and we deeply appreciate this interest.
Any group wishing to use the "Y" club. rooms, the "Y"
cabin or to be guests for a picture, are invited to contact Mr.
Holtzendorff at the "Y" office and make these arrangements.
Order Yoiir
Any group wishing to earn some funds for their budget may
find an opportunity to do this through the cooperation of the
Clemson College YMCA.
We wish to take this opportunity to thank all who have
helped the Clemson "Y" to express our gratitude, also to those
who have made it possible for us to help them and to wish you
each and all a very pleasant and happy Christmas with the
Home Cooked Food
hope that 1948 will be an even better year than any you have
known so far.
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CHRISTMAS CAKE NOW

Greetings From the YMCA Cabinet,
Advisory Board, Councils and Staff
and Student Helpers
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i "Batter Be Sale Than .Sorry"

LAWRENCE, &n BROWNLEE
INSURANCE'

H^K^t^M^M^K-^^^^^^^^^*^^
?.'"> *

ELECTRIC RANGE
—^y

<teJss

• The Safety Tcp

=T\

• Choice of Three Tops
» Broii-R-Roaster
Pan with
Adjustable Rock
© Fast Oven
Preheating

tt The Largest Oven
• Biggest Storage
Space

» Rack for Kitchen
Tools

Y CAFETERIA & BAKERY

TIGER'S DEN
i

By Dave Spiner
The "Butterfield Treatment"
today means smooth, modern styling by the orchestra of Billy Butterfield, who ranks among the nation's tops hoth as a bandleader
and as a trumpet player.
Billy climbed to fame as an
outstanding" sideman with such,
men as Bob Crosby, Artie. Shaw,
Benny Goodman. -. and ,;' H a r r y.
James. But his music work really began when he was a child,
' for'''fie had already developed
into a. polished
musician by the
time he reached
high school.
During his
school days he
played with local bands in and
about his home

%&aa4t&

THE

Come in today—see the Presteline Electric
Range with the 21 features which make it
the leader in the Electric Range field.
Only Presteline—of all Electric Rangesgives you the Safety Top. Tiny tots can't
reach up and touch hot elements—giant
work space is all in front.
Fully automatic controls let you use the
economical Deep-Well Cooker, the handy
appliance outlet, or the heavily-insulated
oven that holds a 30-pound turkev.
Come in and see it!

Regular Price
$299.50

Our Special
Get Acquaint
Price

URHETT BROTHERS FURNITURE CO., INC.
Clemson, S. C.
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Action In The Davidson Game

Tigers Lead early
Every Depar tment

Clemson Defeated By
Methodist, 64-52

Bobby Gage Brings Team Into
Top Offensive Machine
5TH IN PASSING
By Bob Bradley
Clemson's football record of
four wins and five losses rnlehl
no"t have looked so good at times
on the gridiron this fall, but the
overall statistics for the season
show that the Tigers were better
than they sometimes looked. The
Tigers outgnined their nine exponents in nearly every department, but in five instances, were
not able to muster enough of their
power to come out on the long end
of the scoring.
The
"Country
Gentlemen"
scored more points than any other
conference team, and their first
string tailback came out third in
the nation in total offense. This
same tailback, Bobby Gage, unlimbered his arm on many occasions for long aerial gains, and
this brought the Clemson team
to fifth ranking in the nation in
pass offense.
The following is a summary of
the record that Clemson made on
the gridiron as against its nine
opponents.
CLEM. OPPO.
Score
206
146
First downs run.
52
73
First downs Pass.
36
29
First downs pen.
7
2
Total first downs
95
104
Running plays
S30
405
Yds. gained rush. 1678
1568
Yds. lost rush.
335
346
Net gain rush.
1343
1222
Pass. att.
153
140
Pass. Com.
68
62
Per cent com.
44
51.5
Pass. int. by
8
19
Yds. gained pass.
1331
968
TOTAL NET GAIN 2674
2190.
No. punts
57
64
Ave. punt
38.4
34.5
Punts blk. by
3
3
Fumbles by
25
31
Fumbles lost
16
19
43
Times penal.
30
386
Yds. penal.
289

RANDY HINSON

Coach Randy Hinson
Leaves Tigertown;
Accepts Commission
W. S. "Randy" Hinson of the
Clemson coaching staff has left
Tigertown to take a permanent
rank of captain in the United
States Army. While here Hinson coached both football and
baseball and had impressive records in both sports.
As mentor of the baseball tearn
Hinson led the Tigers to the
Southern Collegiate Championship. During the fa.ll he served
as head coach of the "B" football
team and under his tutorship the
Baby Bengals were undefeated in
six starts. As yet there has been
no statement made as to who will
replace Hinson.

MAIN ST. MOTORS
SALES and SERVICE
LINCOLN and MERCURY
BODY and PAINT SHOP
Custom Seat Covers^
Anderson, S. C. — Phone 2006
•f-!i?i—wwm uwiiiimii ■ in

MERRY CHRISTMAS
from

'5 5c & 10c Store
CLEMSON STUDENT CO-OP

By LEN REYNOLDS
CLEMSON CAGERS IMPROVING
Coach Banks McFadden's pounders of the hardwood
rave improved innumerably with each performance on the
jouvt, thus far. After a serious faltering following the half
n the contest with the Davidson Cats, the Bengals have come
•oaring back to play steady games against the Bulldogs and
he Generals. The Tigers were in the game all the way with
be lads across the Savannah, even though they did not pull
head of the high scoring Georgians at any time. Leonard
liddle, Greenville's gift to the Gengal cagers, has sparked
the Clemson offense with his deadly long'shots from the
floor and has added points with accurate free throws. Lanky
John Bell played his best game to date against Coach Balph
Jordan's Bulldogs. The tall basketeer pulled many balls
from the backboard to figure prominently in the McFadden
coached team's defense. Wayne Keelin hit his stride in the
Georgia engagement and went to town in the Washington
and Lee fracus when he led the Bengal point makers with 20
tallies. The Owensboro, Kentucky freshman should make
basketball history at the Tiger's lair in several years. Frank
■Gillespie has shown his old form in all the season's contests.
Clemson's tall center, Heavy Holhouser, came to life in the
game with the Virginians to play a fine game from his pivot
slot. With Holhouser and Bell under the bucket, the Bengals were garnering their share of the rebounds, which has
been a weak spot in previous games.
Even though the Clemsori quintett lacks experience, if
they continue to improve, they will win their share of the
games this season.
8AND ADDS SPIRIT AND COLOR AT DAVIDSON GAME
For the first time since I have been attending Clemson
jasketball games, (since 1942), the Tiger band has played
it a cage contest. The short concert they gave during the
lalftime of the Wildcat-Tiger contest, added zest to he oc.
asion. Colleges that place basketball high on their ath.
etic calendar, support their team with organized cheering
tnd music. Support given the home team by students and
ampus people has been splendid. If the suporters keep up
:heir fine backing, the hustling Bengal cagers will reward
he fans with numerous victories.
30BBY GAGE HIGH IN TOTAL OFFENSE
With the gridiron season, in the record books-and the
aniforms packed away until next season, we would do well
o survey the honors accumulated by one of Clemson's outstanding pigskin stars. Robert Gage, ace passer of the
Tiger baekfield, tossed enough, ovals to rank as' the fifth
passer in the nation. Charley Connerly of the Ole Miss
'lebels ranked tops in that department and was chosen All.
American. Rapid Robert accumulated a total of 1504 yards
in nine games to finish third in the nation in total offense
)ehind Mississippi's Connerly ad Fred Erke of the University
)f Arizona. Erke, a forgotten substitute at the season'svheginning, was the team's star before many games had been
dayed. The Arizona lad racked up 1941 yards to lead the
>ffense parade.
Gage racked up 374 yards in the Homecoming contest
vvith Auburn to rank at the head of the pile for total offense
in one game.

HOWARD GOES TO ROANOKE FOR
CONFERENCE CONFAB

When you go home for the holidays

say(tMerry Christmas"
the Arrow way!

7. An Arrow shirt,
White or striped,
A perfect gift!

for
DAD

v

2. An Arrow Sports Shirt
Handsome, warm, rugged,

for
BROTHER

P
3. A few selected Arrow ties.
Stripes, foulards or knits. Don't
forget yourself!

FREE BOOKLET—^"rice for your free guide to better dress, "The What,
When and Wear of Men's Clothing." Address College Dcpt., Cluett,
Peabody & Gs... Jnc, N. Y. 16, N. Y.

ARROW SHIRTS and TIES
3»
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UNDERWEAR • HANDKERCHIEFS • SPORTS SHTRTS

Head Football Coaoh Frank Howard of Clemson at.
tended a conference for the coaches in the Southern Conference last week at Roanoke, Virginia. The Tiger grid mentor
figured prominently in the meeting and in an interview with
the press stated that scholarships were good and played an
important part in the education of many worthy boys. How.
ever to avoid having some schools that have more financial
backing than others to grab up all the top talent, a fixed
amount should be designated for athletic scholarships. This
would enable prospective athletes to attend the school they
desired rather than the institution that would pay them the
most to participate in their major sports. According to the
Clemson coach, if such a system were adopted, all schools
would get their share of football talent, and gridiron competition would be on a much evener basis.
REFEREEING SHOWS MARKED IMPROVEMENT
It has been very noticeable in the three basketball games
we have witnessed to date, that the "calling" has vastly im.
proved over previous years. It is impossible for two men to
watch ten players at the same time, but the officials have been
doing an excellent job thus far. The Clemson Athletic Department is to be commended for securing the services of
capable "game callers".
SOUTHERN CONFERENCE DIAMOND
STARS HONORED
Professor Gaston Gage, member of te Clemson Athletic
Board, awarded miniature gold baseballs to the members of
Clemson's Southern Conference Baseball Champions during
half time of the Washington and Lee-Clemson basketball
game Saturday night. As followers of the Tiger baseball club
of last season know, the Bengals, piloted by Coach Randy
Hinson, won the Southern Conference championship and
defeated the University of Alabafna to take the regional
playoffs last June. From the regionals the squad traveled
to New Haven, Conn.; where the Yale diamond stars eliminated the Carolinians.
Those present for the presentation included J6e Lan.
drum, star pitcher; Hale Sherrad, 3B; Homer Coker, right
field; Gene Moore, catcher; Dan Stroud, outfielder; Nig
Griffen, pitcher; and Coach Hinson.

Clemson's. Tigers met their
fourth , straight defeat in, the
present basketball season at the
hands of the Wofford Terriers in
Spactanburg Tuesday night. A
crowd of around 2,000 saw the
home boys come through with a
52-46 decision.
Earl Cothran of Spartanburg
was the high point man for the
Terriers tossing in 17 markers,
with Charlie Seay and Skinny
Powers netting 12 each for the
cause. Harold Jordon, Clemson's
second string center, garnered in
9 points for .the visitors, j with
Leonard Riddle and "Heavy"
Holshouser swishing the basket
for 8 apiece.
The Tigers jumped into a quick
lead, but the Terriers found their
eye, and after that, the Tigers
•utaSe JUOIJ ut jraAau sia/A
Clemson will olay George Washington here Saturday night as the
night as the last game before the
Christmas holidays begin.
The lineups:
Wofford
FG FT PF TP
Cothran, F
8
1
3 17
Dean, F
1
1
1
3
Hammond, F
0
1
1
3
Seay, C
6
0
1 12
Mahaffey, C
0
0
1
0
Stone, G
3
1
1
7
Powers, G
6
0
4 12
Stewart, G
0
0
0
0
Clark, G
0
0
1
0
Patton, G
0
0
0
0
TOTALS
24
4 15 52
Clemson
FG FT PF TP
Bell, F
3
1
4
7
Keelin, F
3
1
5
7
Cajvert, F
0
0"' 2
0
Holshouser, Ca
2" 1
3
8
Jordan, G
4
i" l
9
Gillespie, G
1
f 0 3
Riddle, G
3
2
0
8
Neel, G
2
d' o 4
TOTAL
19
8 13 46
Halftime score Wofford 30,
Clemson 22. Free throws missed:
Dean 3, Hammond, Seay 4,
Powers, Bell 3, Keelin, Holshouser
■*
3, Jordan 2, Riddle.

Gage Selected As Top
Back Encountered
By Boston College

Julius Townsend, 6' freshman basketeer of Orlando, Fla., and Harold Jordan, hustling freshman
center, vie with an unidentified Wildcat eager for a rebound in the recent Davidson-Clemson fracus.

Speedy v Bobby Gage, Clemson's
ace tailback, polled the most votes BUSINESS MACHINES
of any back in the recent selection OFFICE SUPPLIES
of Boston College's All-Opponent STUDENT SUPPLIES
team. During the game between
Oconee Office
the Eagles and Tigers, when they
met on Boston's Brave's Field in
Supply
the Bengals second grid outing of
Sales and Service
the season, the Clemson flash
rolled up 200 yards -gained. The
Phone 472 — Box 509
Anderson "schoolboy" passed and
(Call us collect)
ran the B. C. defense dizzy, however the Eagles overcame a halfSeneca, S. C.
time disadvantage to drop the
*.—
visitors from Carolina 3S-22.

■i*
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ANT A NEW CAR!
Kaiser.Frazer Car Production Increasing
A FEW NEW CARS FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
USED CARS NEEDlfo

EPT0N MOTOR COMPANY
KAISER.FRAZER DEALER
714 South Main Street
Phone 555
Anderson, S. C.

You Are Always Assured of
Courteous Service from our Clerks
FREE PERMIT BLANKS
FREE EXPLANATION BLANKS
FREE WEIGHING SCALES
WE CASH CHECKS WITHOUT FEE

40 YEARS CONTINUOUS SERVICE TO CLEMSON MEN

c®
P. S. McCollum, Owner
"The Official College Book and Suppy Store"
■to ii.
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Keelin & Nee! Are
Standout Freshmen
By Jack Cribb

♦

T Sports Program

Coach Banks McFadden is banking strongly upon the services of
two promising basketeers from
the Bluegrass state. Wayne Kee(Ed's note: This is another
lin and Jack Neel, arts and science
article prepared by J. R. Coofreshmen of Owensboro, Kenper, Intramural-Sports Directucky, are expected to give the
tor at Clemson, on aciivities
Bengal cagers much of the height
of the Clemson "Y" this year).
which was in evidence last seaWith more than 3,000 students
son.
In high school the Owensboro at Clemson who are enthusiastic
lads excelled on the hardwood about sports, especially those
and led their team to the semi- sports in which all students can
finals in the state tournament. participate, is a real pleasure to
However this hustling aggregation
was selected by the scribes as direct such a program. In the
spring of 1947 when we were
first in the state.
Keelin, 6 2", will probably be finishing the softball program and
'one of the Tiger hardwood men- ' therefore the sports program for
tor's starters from a forward po- the spring, I made a complete list
sition. The lanky Kentuckian of equipment and the estimate
can hft the bucket from all angles cost of such equipment for this
and was one of the high scorers year. In conferences with Dr.
on his winning high school squad. Poole, Mr. Holtzendorff and Coach
Jack Neel, a fast guard, extends Howard, that equipment list and
5' 10" into the blue but makes up budget was approved.
To have a room set aside in
for the height deficiency with a
sharp eye and excellent defensive barracks Number One known as
ability. Jack and Wayne earned the Intramural equipment room
three basketball letters while in which is open Monday through
Friday, 2:00 to 6:00 and 8:30 p. m.,
high school competition.
. Not only does these promising Saturdays and Sundays, 2:00 to
athletes excell on the hardwood 5:30 p. m. Any student may sebut on the gridiron and the dia- cure equipment during those
hours ior
for we nave
have a man ^n
on ~~-j
duty
mond as well,
wmie in high
nis" nours
well. While
school Keelin garnered three let-Ho issue equipment, see that the
ters for activities with the pigskin room is kept in order and see that
The fleet footed Neel earned four all equipment is clean and in good
block letters for gridiron accom- condition.
Before the opening of school in
plishments and was a star in Kentucky American Legion Junior September, a complete schedule
of activities was made out as folbaseball for two seasons.
McFadden hopes these two in- lows:
Fall Program:
dividuals will bolster his depleted
Swimming test for all freshman
squad that boast only four reVolleyball
turning lettermen from the '47
Swimming classes
squad that finished the season in
Golf
fourth place in the Palmetto State.
Touchfootball
Winter Program:
Basketball
G. W. Basketeers
Intramural swimming meet
Boxing
Come To Clemson
Spring Program:
Softball
On Saturday
Tennis
'George Washington University
Volleyball
comes to the Tiger's lair Saturday
Golf
night for a Southern Conference
Track
engagement with Coach Banks
To date we have had all FreshMcFadden's improved Bengals. man come for a demonstration of
The Colonels are undefeated to their ability to swim. Approxi20 percent of the Fr.esh
date and should give the home mately
,
team a hard fight. This will be | men at Clemson are non-swimthe last game before the team mers as revealed in these tests.
leaves for Christmas holidays.
j Following up those tests construc- January 9 will find the Tigers tively we have organized classes
in Washington, D. C. where they for those Freshmen who did not
A.
meet the Colonels for a return pass the test. Cadets T.
game. The following evening the Martin and W. F. Warren, memBengals tackle the cagers from . bers of the swimming team
the University of Maryland on the acting as instructors for the
classes which meet each week.
Terps home court.
With four new volleyball courts
now in operation on the quadWashington — (Associated Col- rangle, students have had those
legiate Press Bulletin)— College courts full eery dayv from 3:00 to
enrollment for the 1947-48 school courts full every day from 3:00 to
year reached the record total of men each day playing volleyball
2,338,226, almost a million more and the skills of players have dethan the prewar peak of 1940 and veloped tremendously. Many stu260,131 more than a year ago. the dents who never thought of volFederal Security Agency has an- leyball as a good sport with plenty
nounced.
of exercise have come to appreIncluded are
1,122,738
World
iuwuucu
ait
±,±*4Zt,i
UKJ
fTUiju Llcite
I11S.C the
U1C gallic.
ciate clIlU
and like
game. i'^^
Next
War II veterans, of whom 24,091 spring we will have 10 courts in
are women.
operation outdoors where players

MERRY CHRISTMAS TO ALL
AND A

HAPPY NEW YEAR
FROM

CLEMSON PHARMACY
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W&l University Trips Riddle And Keelin Lead (aider & Ix Lead 4th
McFadden's Cagers Tigers In Scoring Pace
Even though the Tiger cagers
Intramural football has closed
haven't been successful to date "on Keelin trails Moffat of George
put a very successful season at j
With Thrilling Game the court two of the Bengals are Washington.
Washington and Lee University
gave the Clemson Bengals their
third successive defeat Saturday
night on the Tiger's home court
65-58. The Generals forged ahead
to begin the contest but were
overtaken by the steady shoting
of freshmen forward Wayne Keelin of Owensboro, Kentucky, and
the classy long shots of Leonard
Riddle of Greenville. The Clemson's led most of the first half
and enjoyed a 30-27 advantage
at half time.
Led by their stalwart center,
Goldsmith, and guard Ulaki, team
captain, the lads from Virginia
took command of the situation,
and evened the score. Toward the
end of the engagement, the Generals steppd out front and never
relinquished their lead.
High scoring honors for the
game went to the visitor's center,
Goldsmith of Beckley, W. Va.,
who racked up 12 field goals and
made- 2 gift shots. Keelin sank
20 points for the home team to
score more than any other Tiger
player in one game this season.
Hustling little Leonard Piddle tallied 13 markers to add to his
ever increasing record.
will have the benefit of plenty of
fresh air and sunshine along with
the exercise. ' The new interest in
volleyball surpasses any enthusiasm I have ever seen for that
sport. We have one team of faculty men and one team from the
military department playing in
competition with the student
teams.
Because of the crowded program in student life and the interest in other sports, it has not
been possible to carry on the golf
tournament this fall. We had a
golf tournament last spring and
expect to have another next
spring, but it is difficult to create
interest for a tournament in the
fall when everyone is so busy with
studies, getting settled at work
and the like.
On October 13 we started the
touch football program. Before
that date students had already organized teams and were playing
practice games. We have three
fields for football on Bowman
Field with scheduled games on all
three at 4:30 p. m. daily. In this
sport we are having more than
100 men playing every day. Students who want to play and their
teams are not scheduled for that
day start playing as soon as they
get out of classes in the afternoon,
so that the fields are full from
about 3:00 to 6:00 every afternoon. Veterans are playing touch
football in the league with a
great deal of enthusiasm. We now
have five veteran teams entered
and expect others to come in.
The sports program calls for
touch football to run until about
December 1 at which time we start
with the regular schedule in basketball. With teams participating
in two sports events each week,
the Athletic and Recreation officers of the companies say the students do not want to be scheduled for basketball now.
Last year more than 50 per cent
of the students in college took
part in some sport. Accurate records are kept on all games so that
it is possible to know how many
men are participating. This program of physical fitness is answering the needs of a great number
of students and it is our aim to
have every student engaged in
some part of the physical training program every week.

among the six top scorers in the
Southern Conference. William &
Mary's tall center, Chet Geirmak,
holds' down the top spot with 47
tallies to his credit. Bob Goldsmith, Washington & Lee center
who many followers of the Clemson team saw in action on the
home court last Saturday night, is
second with his 41 points. Following with 29 markers is. Jim
Cobb of ,the Davidson 'Cats with
Clemson'? sharp shooting guard,
Leonard , Riddle, following with
28. Wayne Keelin, Tiger freshman forward, is number six in
the loqpjstanding with 26 points.

Giermaic, the big six-foot, fiveinch center who hails from Chicago, finished last season's scoring
race second only to Ed Koffenberger, Duke's great, center. He
has gotten off to a flying start this
year and with Koffenberger graduated one of the biggest obstacles
to his attaining the loop scoring
race, is removed. Standings:
Player
G Fg Ft Pf Tp
Giermak, W&M 2 20 6 4 47
Goldsmith, W&L 2 15 11 8 41
2 14 1 2 29
Cobb, Davidson
2 10 8 3 28
Riddle, Clemson
Moffat, G.W.
2 13 2 5 28
Keelin, Clemson 2 12 2 6 26

nslaJlafion Of Electric
Major Asset To Clegison Cage Program
One of the outstanding im-*
uM
provements that has been made at ovet the fs^stem previously emClemson College is the addition of ployed.
The, instrument, which was
an electrically controlled scqreboard-clock combination - in the purchased from a company in St.
college field house. Not only does Lou^s, Mcv, was received by the
this instrument keep the specta- college athletic department last
tors informed as to the score, but spring buf.-the installation was dealso enables them to tell when layed untij the beginning of the
present hardwood season.
the time is running out.
This valuable addition to the
Operated by Coach A. W. Norman from the official table, the collegiate sports program was obtained > at i San approximate cost of
ingenious contraption is controlled $375.
by butters on an operator's panel.
The score is indicated in red
Walter Spahn of the Boston
lights, giving the opponents and Braves and Lefty Warren Janhome score in the same color. This sen of the Giants were the Natmethod of keeping the cage fans ional League's top pitchers acinformed, is a major improvement cording to the percentages.

Coach
Bank s McFadden's
Tigeriown, according to Mr. J. R. j basketball suad has met with none
Cooper, athletic director for the to good success this year, but the
Clemson Y., M. C. A. Fifteen j "Clemson Great" has been trying
tean^s, including four veteran I to mold a winning combination
JBJ3APS pUB U3UlA;}9T -inOI tftIA\
squads, participated in the play j promising freshmen. Five of these
this year. It is estimated that eight men. stretch above the six
over 230 men took part in the •foot tape, ar>d they give Coach
games. Under the program fifty- McFadden a little height that
one contests were run off on three comes in handy on the basketball
fields which were laid out on court.
W. A. Holshouser is tallest and
Bowman Field.
The winner was chosen on a heaviest man on the squad again
percentage basis and each team this year. This \Erwin. Tennessee
was scheduled to play the same lad pushes the Fairbanks over to
number of games. However there the 235 mark, and stretches the
were quite a few cancellations steel tape to six feet six inches
due to rain and unfavorable play- in the ipnesphere. His running
mate at the pivot position is a
ing conditions.
Led by Coach Frank Ix, Fourth promising looking freshman in
Barracks emerged as pigskin Harold Jordon of Brentwood,
champs for' 1947. With the ser- Missouri. Jordon is 19 years of
vices of Bruce Lynch, Frank age, and carries his 6-2, 185 pound
Hemphill, Tommy Cotten and frame well.
The leading scorer of the Tigers
other capable players, the champs
rolled to five straight wins and so far is Leonard Riddle of
encountered no losses to take the Greenville, who makes up for his
lack of inches with fast breaking
crown. "C" Company stacked alertness. This 5-10, 165-pound
up enough points to take the sec- blond wizard is a sophomore.
ond position in the running. The Pushing Riddle for the lead in
R. O. T. C. team played six! points is a freshman by the name,
games, winning five, losing none of Wayne Keelin. Keelin is one
but tying one. The third spot of the two Owensboro, Kentucky
was sewed up by "F" Company men who have bolstered the Tigciwho played eight teams and came five. His running mate of high
out victorious against six of school Bays, Jack Neel has althem.
ready showed Tiger followers his
ability to handle the ball well,
Dixie Walker, brilliant out- till another freshman who may
fielder of the Brookly Dodgers, prove his weight in gold is Jack
has been shifted, via the trade Sandel of Greenville. He has had
route, to the Pittsburgh Pirates. quite a bit of experience around

lernson SchisduSes 2
bets y* 'lih Carolina
According to Jack Trescott, cocaptain of the Clemson tankers,
the Tiger swimmers have made
considerable progress from a
rather modest beginning. Since
the initial call for team candidates, the tankmen have scheduled two • meets with Carolina's
swimmers in addition to several
other meets that are tenative.
Henry Walker, team captain,
will lead fh mermen against an
unannounced foe in the season's
opener during the first week of
February. Walker outstanding
footabll letterman, paced Clemson's swimmers last season.
Time trials have been held for
the team's distance men and those
trying for the free style positions.
However there still exist a shortage of capable backstroke artists.
Johnny Rauch of the UniverT
sity of Georgia has recovered
from a shoulder injury received
in the Bulldoy-Yellow Jacket fracus and will be able to play comes
Ney Years Day.
basketball circles in the Textile
j Center.
"Ding Dong" Bell of Navy Yard
switched over from the center
position to the forward post, and
is switching the basket with
finesse. Frank Gillespie is a man
who turns out for all major sports.
This is his third year on the
squad, and is still holding down
his old guard position.

Tfc.&»J#igsllte1%IJ
... IT'S JOHNNY LONG'S LATEST SIGNATURE RELEASE -

' TINGLE BELLS" is in for another season of
J popularity owing to that southpaw of the violin,
Johnny Long. Yeah, man, Johnny, you've got a
great record!
There's another great record in the spotlight.
It belongs to Camel cigarettes. More people
are smoking Camels than ever before!
Try Camels! Discover for yourself why,
with smokers who have tried and compared,
Camels are the "choice of experience"!
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.
Winston-Salem, N. C

Mow people m swokcHg GMOStfan. wer befoml
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Brigadiers Plan Tour
For Yule Season

One of the interesting and informative locations of the campus is
the college museum on the second lfoor of the Library overlooking the main reading room. Some enojyable time can be spent

Library Museum Logical Place
For Losing Lonesome Hours

Marksmanship
a!

By JIMMIE CUSHMAN

By J. I. Howell
Ever since America began,
rifle marksmanship has played an
important role in its history, both
as a sport and as an instrument
of defense.
The skilled use of the rifle has
progressed from the old-fashioned
turkey shoot to the keen competition of well-trained teams.
Clemson's team is organized
under the ROTC and maintained by the military. This year the
team is composed of twenty cadets, fifteen regulars, and five alternates.
Almost every week the team
competes in a telegraphic match
with one or more colleges, and

College Group
Visits Campus
A group of visitors from the
Harbinson Junior College at Iowa
was on the campus one day last
week studying teaching methods
and facilities in farm management, dairying, animal husbandry
and poultry.
The group was accompanied by
President T. B. Jones and Professor Erzckel Middleton.

SOME OF

1U'

-THINGS -THAT

INTREST US MOST, IN 1*H\S
OLD WORU} APE 1HE. IfclNSS
WE KNOW 1W LEAST
ABOUT

The CLEMSON HOME SERVICE is interested in sending
wishes for a Merry, Merry Christmas to you, and all bur friends, on
this bright holiday occasion. It
is our hope that the day finds you
truly happy, joyous and grateful
for Santa's largesse.

(|EMS0M HOME SERVIGE
Phi** 5612. Appliance Div.
IHAVE

during one of the duller weekends browsing around the historical
and natural exhibits.

EARLE^X

). » CLEMSON, .5. G .■[< J, We o/

Anything from liquor stills, stage coaches and antique
organs to modern armament used by the Japanese in the last
World War may he found in the gallery of the Clemson Library, where the Museum is located.

Merrymakers Make
Merry In Savannah
For Clemson Club

The Brigadiers, though re-organized only last February, have
planned to take their mta'sic makers on a tour during the holidays.
Rupert B. Gasque, architecture
Unior of Marion, and business
manager, has released the following schedule.
The band starts by playing at
Coker, Dec. 19. Then follow engagements at Marion, Florence,
Myrtle Beach, Abbeville and
the tour winds up at Rock Hill,
Dec. 31.
Leader Bobby Mace says, "The
band has a fine vocalist, Cal
Shadwell, who will be with us
during the holidays. We also
have a new drummer, Joe Dukes,
and have increased our music library to the point where we can
handle almost any request."
A bus has been purchased, thus
making it easier for the organization to make its trips.
Last night the Brigadiers played
for a Cotillion Club dance, and
Saturday afternoon, Dec. 13, they
played for a tea dance at Brenau,
Gainesville, Ga.

Christmas Dances—

l

"I FIND CHESTERFIELDS
GIVE ME THE MOST
SMOKING PLEASURE"

OV^^SRS
STAR OF THE H>AL WALLIS PRODUCTION
U
FOR PARAMOUNT RELEASE

l

GRADE "A"

SENECA CAFE

UNDERWOOD TYPEWRITERS
SUNDSTRAND ADDING MACHINES

ACKER AND HARDEN
OFFICE EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
Phone 2106 ^

U. S. Tourist Approved
O Steaks
O Chicken Dinners
• Oysters
© Dinners
© Sandwiches
Owned and Operated by—
C. D. HUGHES, An Old Clemson Man

AILES-McCRMKEN CO., INC.

(fssb

DEPARTMENT STORE
SENECA, S. C.

J. D. SMITH—Wholesale

"Satisfaction Guaranteed"

BLUE RIDGE SER. STA.—Retail
Headquarters for ....
Pcnd'.eton, S. C.

ARROW SHIRTS — FLORSHEIM SHOES —
JARMAN SHOES — McGREGOR SPORTS WEAR
Ill —NN—i't|*

Copyright 1941, Liscirr & Mnu

TOBACCO CO.

•

•

By Claude Eargle
December 18
"This Time For Keeps," lovely
Ester Williams is swimming at
her best in this picture full of romance.
December 19
"Lured", George Sanders, Lucile Ball, and Boris Karloff are
having a hard time clearing up
some very mysterious murders.
December 22
"Blue Skies", Bing Crosby and
Fred Astaire combine their talents in a swell musical and variety.
December 23
"The Adventuress", Deborah
Rerr is the "Adventuress", a little rebel who's determined to get
mixed up in some spy business.
December 24
"Perils of Pauline", Betty Hutton portrays the famous heroine of
silent pictures, Pearl White, in a
picture full of laughs.
December 25
"The Yearling", Gregory Peck
and Jane Wyman struggle through
the hardships of raising a family
and securing a living as new settlers in the Florida Everglades.

On December 29 the'Savannah-'
Clemson members will present
their Christmas dance at the Oglethorpe Hotel in Saysenah with
the Merrymakers, a local band,
providing the music ,far this occasion.
Clemson . boys frortt'.'neighboring towns such as Ridgeland ■ and
Hardeeville, are expected and
about fifty Clemson-: graduates
now living in- the vieiri-ity Of Sa^
vannahhave been invited.
The officers of this club of
thirty men are D. W. Rabey, president; Andrew Calhoun, vice president; Jack Boyles, secretary and
treasurer.

A visit there is probably the*much the same style as those
quickest way to learn some of the worn today. It is interesting to
most interesting facts about our. note that officers wore red sashes
state, nation and even the world, with plumes in their hats.
The Museum was originally loon the campus. There are many
priceless articles to be seen there. cated in the old Agricultural
A few years back it was Building which was previously lothought that a painting, the "Vir- cated where the Lirary now
gin and Child", to which Clemson stands. This building burned in
fell heir at the death of Thomas 1925 and many valuable articles
G. Clemson, might have been a were lost. The present modern
priceless original painting by library was constructed in its
Reubens. It was positively deter- place and literally thousands of
mined that portions of this paint- valuable gifts of interest have
ing were done by Reuben. He been given or loaned to its Mu,very often did parts of paintings seum.
Mr. C. M. Burdette presented a
for his students. This painting
(Continued from Page 1)
was willed to the Museum by Mr. particularly interesting collection
Clemson along with 33 other in- of old relics to Clemson in 1931. rest on December 30, where they
teresting and valuable oil paint- These old articles were found in will play at Greenvjjle, South,
the deserts of Arizona. Mr. Bur- Carolina.
ings.
The dance, sponsored by the'
dette
was stationed in Red Rock
In August of 1945, Major General F. L. Parks presented a in the quarantine service of the Greenville County Club, will be
bronze bust of Hitler to.the Mu- state of Arizona. ■ He srjon be- by invitation.
seum. This bust was found in came interested in the discoveries Greenwood
Clemson's Jungaleers will play
an old building in which he had which had been made in that secmade his headquarters in Berlin. tion and began to- look for some for the Greenwood County Club
It has a hole through it which of these things which were sup- on December 26. Being held at
was caused by a bullet fired by posed to have been used by pre- the Armory, the dance will be
cabaret in style.
the Russians during the early historic people.
He found many things such as
After this dance has climaxed,
capture of Berlin.
Found in the Museum are many old urns which had been fashion- the Jungaleers will rhave, a., week
other items of interest such as ed by hand and decorated with' end of vacation; the only rest they
models of hand looms and a dug- pigment beaten from stone. He expect to receive during the. holiout boat used in West Africa, also found other odd creations days.
presented by Rev. Finley Grissett, which indicate that these people Horry
practiced cremation, ground grain
Ei'ulan, Cameron, West Africa.
Clemson's Brigadiers wilj. iwrr
Also, there was a dress uni- by stone and knew something of nish the music for a Christmas
form coat of the style worn by art.
dance to be held by the Horry
Six or eight burial urns were
Clemson cadets during the early
County Club.
evacuated
by
Mr.
Burdette
who
years of the College. Cadet John
The dance will be;_in the RecSam Garris (deceased) class of found that fragments of human reation Hall at Myrtle Beach on
1898 wore this uniform while he bones had been buried within Christmas Eve, starting at, eight
was a student at Clemson. It them and were sealed with clay. p. m and lasting until one a. m.
was presented to the college by His entire collection was. present- Laurens
his wife, Mrs. H. M. Carter of ed to Clemson.
On December 23, the Laurens
This Museum which has grown
Smoaks, S. C.
Trousers of this uniform were so rapidly from the ashes of the County Club will sponsor a script
regulation cadet grey and of very old building now contains a great dance at which the Jungaleers,
number of interesting objects and who have been given the name by
some of "The Smoothest College
several times a year shoulder-to- relics of historical and archaeloi Orchestra in the South", will
gical
interest.
Time
spent
in
the
shouMer matches are fired. One
; play. The dance will be held in
such match has already been ar- Clemson Library Museum may I the Armory at Laurens, South
bring much pleasure and inforranged with Davidson.
mation to one interested in the , Carolina.
The two main matches of the
oddities of our present and his- Oconee
' year are the William Randolph toric past.
On December 27 a- dance will
Hearst trophy matches and the
be held in the Walhalla •: High
Third Army Area Matches. The
One of Reno's busiest judges School Gym. This dsfrce is spontrophy match is fired during Janhas
heard so many cases lately sored by - the Oconee-Clemson
uary and February, as is the Third
Club, and the music will. be furArmy Area match. One or more that he's getting triangles under nished by Paul Harman and his
his
eyes.
teams may be entered in each.
orchestra of Spartanburg. TickThe military staff that heads
ets will be on sale at ->the door at
the team are Captain Smith and
Virtue has its reward. You can j a price of $1.00, tax- is$luded, AH
Sergeant Cox. The team captain generally find parking space near ; Clemson people are .cerdially-inis B. W. Mitchum, vocational a church.
' vited.
,.,
agricultural education junior of *9mwni.y**n<m'.tfimiumMHtw'vp *t'A.>*ti.ff-^
Smoaks.

H 117 W. Benson Street
«
W. D. Acker, Jr.
Anderson, South Carolina

Movies

JEWELERS
Seneca

Anderson

%&/ to*' ■-..*•• J Vi-Ai,' ^j- V'* A Wl

INC.

MAIM AT EAR.LE STR5TT
Anderson's Finest

HART SCHAFFNER & MARX CLOTHES
FREEMAN SHOES
DORR'S HATS

